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Massive External Debt

Robert S. Browne

in additkxi to the famine which until recently stalked the continent, Aftica 
faces serious underlying tensions, not least of which is the ongoing economic 
crisis, reflected most obviously in the magnitude of external indebtedness. 
In the broad range of opinion concerning the nature of Africa's predicament, 
virtually all agree that the need for external assistance is, and will continue 
to be, great. There is also fairly general agreement that financial assistance, 
by Itself, is not a sufficent condition for enabling Africa to reverse Its for
tune, but the consensus begins to dissolve when one attenrpts to specify 
and prioritize the necetsary ancillary ingredients. In the view of the World 
Bank, If Africa's decline is to be reversed, action is needed on three fronts. 
First, the region needs rtrore resources for development — both foreign and 
domestic. Second, it must use new and existing resources more efficiently. 
Third, it must curb Its growth in population.''

In the era of the Gramm-Rudnian fiscal restraints, the magnitude of the 
aid flows fnxn the U.S. is not likely to be increased, although the need has 
never been greater. Most African countries lack the resources to continue 
meeting payments on interest and principal on foreign debt now in excess 
of $180 billion, and their prospects are dim for earning the necessary funds 
from exports. Yet, if they do not service this debt, they reduce their chances 
of obtaining further capital transfers, capital desperately needed for vital Im
ports and for infrastructure development.

At the iTKxnent, the rrxwt promising source of relief would appear to 
be the multi-lateral financial institutions, particularly the World Bank. The 
World Bank (mainly the International D^relopment Agency, the soft loan 
window, plus the new Special Facility for sub-Saharan Africa) is poised to 
expand Its lending in Africa if Its resources are increased, a decision which 
rests almost entirely with the U.S. In the past, the Reagan Administration 
has fought its allies in an effort to keep the IDA funding levels well below
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what Is needed, but there Is some eaiiy Indication that the recently com
menced IDA-8 refunding negotiation will yield a substantial increase over 
IDA-7. A jiiWmum refunding of $12 billion fat 3 years te the Bank’s request, 
bt^ilylng a U.S. appropriation of $4 billion (of which about one third Is like
ly to be used far loans to Africa). Anything less would be both a disaster 
far Africa and an act of inesponslMity on our part.

Fortunately, the Administration has demonstrated greater understan
ding of U.S/Third World relationships since James Baker has taken charge 
at the Treasury Department, and the prospects for a more liberal approach 
to fareign assistance appear promlsl^. Last September, Secretary Baker 
cdled far the IMF to chatmel the $2.7 biBan of Trust Fund repayments which 

to receive over the next few years Into easing the plight of the 
poorest countries, especially those In Africa, and he Is also supportive of 
supplemental U.S. funding far the World Bank Special Facility for sub- 
Saharan Africa.

The Baker proposals (which also can on the World Bank and the private 
commercial barks to expand their lending to some 15 heavily Indebted Third 
World nations) signaled a new recognition on the part of the Reagan Ad- 
mbitstratfan that U.S. efforts to pull the global economy out cf its doldrums 
atxl return it to a sustainable growth path would be futile of the key Th'r-J 
World actors remained paralyzgd by their Indebtedness. Indeed, the chances 
of massive defaulting on these debts Is avoidable only If the debtor nations 
can obtain access to the capital necessary for reviving their economies. Ex
pansion has thus replaced retrenchment as Washington’s *received wisdom’ 
regarding Its approach to Third World economies. It remains to be seen, 
howeve, whether the funds needed wlB In fact be forthcoming In the amounts 
adequate to the task. The widely held criticism that the Baker proposals 
are too nnodest Is largely neutralized by the belief that even those modest 
funding targets will prove to be unachievable.

An integal part of the Baker Initiative is a requirement that countries 
may benefit from these supplementary fundings only If they a^ to adopt 
a package of policy reforms sei forth by the lenders. This type of condi
tionality, which has long been the trademark of IMF lending, Is fast becom
ing de riguer hr virtually all capital suppliers to the Third World, bilateral 
and multi-lateral, offkial and private. The conditions imposed tend to be 
similar regardless oi who the lenders and borrowers are: budgetary deficit 
reduction; de-emphasis of the public sector and encouragement of the private 
sector; devaluation; greater rellatxx on the market; and enhatx»d Incentives 
far agriculture. This package of policy reforms has received a mixed recep
tion In Africa, where some of the reforms are .-eadily agreed to and others 
are felt to be hl^ Inappropriate. The take it or leave it’ manner in which 
these ‘cqrltal plus reform’ packages are being presented to the borrowers

Robert S. Browne

is offensive If not threatening, and their effectiveness remains to be 
demonstrated.

The Baker proposals constitute the first significant U.3. initiative to ad
dress Africa’s medium to long-term crisis, and white it is welcome and : 
overdue, it is not nearly enough. America has a giuious i-’K,io(y of taking 
the lead in the forelai assistance i*:«na, beginning with the Marshall Plan. 
Much of Europe, as well as Canada and Japan, appear to be mote commit
ted to meaningful aid to Africa than we are. Admittedly, the American con
stituencies for foreign aid, and for Africa, are not very strong, but a per
suasive case far more than $1 billion for the whole of sub-Sahara can cer
tainly be made — particularly when tiny Israel is receiving three times that 
amount. If an Increase in the foreign aid pie is unachievable (and perhaps 
even if it is), then a strong effort must be launched to reallocate the pie more 
equitably. (On a per capita basis, sub-Saharan Africa is receiving less than 
$7.50 per Inhabitant, compared to IsraeTs $1000 per inhabitant).

We can also take some stqjs which will help without necessarily add
ing to our domestic budget deficit, steps which our position of leadership 
demands of us. The most obvious is for the U.S. to follow the example of 
some of Africa’s other official creditors and to forgive those portions of 
Africa’s debt which appear to be unpayable. The budgetary implications of 
such a gesture would be marginal, and the direct benefits to the debtor coun
tries would be substantial. A variation on this suggestion would be for the 
U.S. to remove its objections to a new issuance of Special Drawing Rights 
(SDRs) by the IMF, an action which, if properly designed, would ease 
significantly the debt servicing burden of the poorest countries.

The health of Africa’s economies is intimately tied to Its exports and 
the Africans have long argued that depressed and fluctuating prices and er
ratic demand for their goods constituted the most serious obstacle to their 
national devefapment. Tire projections of the demand for most primary 
moditlesarenoten
of the demands for commodity price stabilization programs of various sorts, 
as weU as for relief from trade barriers which hinder Africa’s exports. The 
U.S. is not very guilty on the latter score, mainly because our imports from 
Africa generally do not include siyiificant quantities of goods which are pro
tected. There are, however, certain tariff escalation provisions permitted under 
GATT which have the effect of inhibiting the processing of primary com
modities by their exporters. The removal of these provisions could open the 
way for some African countries to move toward a higher level of develop
ment. There might be some cost to U.S. industry, but from a macro perspec
tive it is almost certain to be cost effective.

it
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To attempt to address Afttca’s problem of declining export revenues 
throu^ a price stabiliza..^'- scheme is a misplaced effort, comparable to 
King Canute’s effort to hold bac the tides. What Afcica must do is to reduce
its dependence on the export of a Lnited range of price and Income-inelastic
primary commodities. It must divers Its output and target It toward self- 
reliance. Such a program is the hean of the Lagos Plan of Action, agreed 
to by all of ii w ,’,r!>can heads of state and governments, but implemented 
by none. The conventional wisdom of ti e donor community is not hospitable 
to this thrust toward self-reliance, pres jmaMy for fear that the West’s easy 
access to Africa’s resources will somr xjw be weakened. It is, however, dif
ficult to see how Attar can ever hope io er^ sustained »owlh and develop
ment until its excessive dependent on western purchasers to buy its out
put can be broken. The fact that Africa has done little to implement the 

Plan Is not unrelated to ttte Plan’s lack of support rwithln the donor 
convTiunity.

So, in the final analysis, those westerners who genuindy wish to see 
an economically strong and Independent Afcica will have to recognize that 
this g^ Is only achievable at the cost of some restmeturing of the present
international division of labor — a restructuring which we can see taking 
place in East Asia and elsewhere, but which we vigorously resist in Africa. 
Is such resistance actually in our best interests? One’s answer is Bkdy to 
depend on how one reads the future. For those who bdieve that, despite 
the insuperable obstacles, Africa will eventually burst out of its strait-jacket 
and become ite own master. It probably makes sense that we assist rather 
than hinder the process. Those with another vision of the future will pro
bably reach a different conclusion. In any case, this Issue, even more than 
the precise magnitude of the aid levels, is the most critical issue for Africa’s 
long-run future. It merits our most serious reflection.

Famias ta Ethiopia:

Crisis of Matty DIanasloas

Theodore M. Vestal

The devastating famine In Ethiopia, brought Jarring to the attention 
of the West by a BBC television report In October 1984, produced an im
mediate and compassionate response from developed nattais. Governments 
provided emergency food relief, and private citizens gave generously to 
charitable groups working In Africa. Celebrities organized under such 
auspices as USA for Africa and the Band Aid Trust joined forces to raise 
money for famine relief in unprecedented amounts. The Uve AkT concert 
alone raised nxire than $50 million to purchase food, medical supplies, and 
farming equipment for Africa.'

The result of the benevolent outpouring of financial aid and in kind con
tributions by the West may well have saved as many as seven million lives. 
By August 1985, ten months after the start of the Western relief effort, the 
head of the United States Agency for bitemational Development (A.I.D.), 
M. Peter McPherson, could report that a minority of ' . .luUins in
Ethiopia were receiving‘at least some food.” He chto„...... . ____
In that country as ”^tly improved” and repotted that although there 
still people dyfag, the contrast was dramatic. McPherson estimated that frxxl
was teaching more than five million of the eyht million Ethiopians classified 
as at risk of stareaBon. The skelehm-Bke people, the kids with bloated bellies,
you hardly see that now,” said the A.I.D. official.'

Eight iTKXiths later. In April 1986, a U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Im
migration and Refugee Poliqr reported that the mass starvation found In 
Ethiopia In 1984 had ended — thanks to the sustained efforts of interna
tional and voluntary agencies. According to thte report, assistance from the 
developed world ”not only got through to the people in need, but.. .it made 
a diffarence between fife and death for miillons.” The prospects for the Big

situation 
were
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THE INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION announces that for 

the tavr-n academic year approximately M scholanhipo wiU be available for 
graduate students and young profeaalonala to study or do research for one 
academic year in 33 African countries. Grants include maintenance for one
academic year, round-trip intcmalioiial traveL and health and accident insurance. 
Applicanls must bold a bachelor’s degree or its equivalent by the beginning date
of the grant, must be U.S. citizens at the time of appUcaUon, and. where ap-
plicabie, have lar«uage proficiency sufficient to carry out the proposed project;
candidales must be in good health. For more information write: Institute of In
ternational EducaUon, 809 United NaUons Plaza, New York. NY 10017.
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Rains of the summer were promising, and many villagers had been able to
return to the countryside to plant their crops. The extraordinary outpouring 
of assistance bom die *haves* of the world had helped transform drought 
and famine In Ethiopia Into ‘a new harvest of hope.’*

Theodore M. Vesta/
Ethiopian farmers have been coping with drought, pestilence, and war 

for centuries.' In the best of times, the farmers of the highlands operated 
on the brink of a^icultural dsaster, but somehow the delicate balance needed 
to farm the same land continually for thousands of years was maintained. 
This changed when state control of the economy was added tn the pea
sant’s plight. The result has been a famine effecting 7.9 million people with 
as many as one million fatalities.’ A further 1.2 million were pofondally in 
danger according to the Ethiopian Government’s principal relief agency, the 
Relief and Rehabilitation Commission (RRC). These famine victims were 
spread among eleven of Ethiopia’s fourteen admlnlstTative regions. The worst 
affected regions were Wollo, Tigray, Eritrea and Shewa regtons in the north 
and center of the crxintry, and Harerge, Balle and Sklamo regions in the

The success of Western relief aid has taken the Ethiopian focxl crisis 
off the front pages of newspapers, but problems remain and difficult ques
tions need to be asked about the nature of famine in Ethiopia and about 
the tarqiact of private arxl official efforts to alleviate the suffering.

The answers to these questions show Ethiopia to be the meeting place 
of (Ssastroui .—ss comitron in sub-Saharan Attra.* These forces have been 
building for the past rjuarter of a century, but bttle has been done to combat 
them. The convergerKS of these forces in Ethiopia is a harbinger of similar 
disasters developing in as many as 22 other African countries at the pre
sent time.

The Tavity of the many-dimensioned crisis cannot be overemphasiz
ed. Millions of lives are at risk, and the world has no precedent for the 
management of a crisis of this sr^. The limited means of intemattorral col
laboration presently available may simply be too insubstantial to avert a m^
calamity.

south.”
Traditionally, Ethiopian peasants have cultivated the highlarxls of their 

country as subsistence farmers. The peasants, who comprise 88.7% of the 
populatkxi were beholden to the Ethiopian Orthodox Church and other large 
landholders." In the feudal order, tlw farmers paid 50% to 80% of their 
crops as rent.” The peasants usually ^ew just enough food to feed 
themselves sfoce there was Httle incentive to grow more.

Many of the peasants work in spectacularly scenic surroundings in the 
highlands, which have a general elevation of 6,500 feet arxl are dissected 
by encxmous gorges and canyons thousands of feet deep. In the north, in 
Eritrea, Tigray, and Wollo provinces, about 7 millicxi people crowd farms 
located on the spines of ridges 7,000 to 10,000 feet high. Here the pattern 
of life aiul agricultural methods have remained uixdianged for hundreds of 
years. The Big Rains of summer and the Little Rains of spring normally pro
vide sufficient nxiisture,'* and animals provide natural fertilizer. About 60% 
of the country is suitable for culUvatkxi or grazing, but crops are grown in 
only 13% of the land.”

Natural arxl man-made elements combined to create the nightmare 
scenes of death and starvation in Ethiopian relief camps that were see’ o--’ 
television in Western nations. Among the components .vete drou^t, some 
called it the worst of this century; widespread environmental deterioration, 
hdixllng soil erosion, desertification, and deforestation; unbridled popula- 
tton growth; chronic underinvestment in agriculture; government policies 
detrimental to growth of the country’s agriculture; arxl civil war.*

Nature's role was an extraordinarily severe drou^t during 1983-85 in
northern Ethiopia. Some re^s have endured even longer periods — some
as long as ten years without rain or food harvests.* Good rains during the 
sunmer of 1985 finally brou^t relief and the prospect of improved harvests 
to many areas in the north.

With Improved weather conditions, war rather than drou^t has become 
the main cause of hunger aixf homelessness.’ A bitter civil war has been 
fought in north central Ethiopia for the past 23 years, a war that has its 
roots in ethnic arxl religious hatreds ioded by ideological differences.
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Theodore M. Vesta!Causes of the Famine

Most peasants have no chemical fertilizers, and the animal dung that 
they once used to enrich the soil is now being burned for fuel.*’ This has 
haiqrened because of continuing deforestation. At the turn of the century, 
40% of Ethiopi, was covered by forest. Twenty years ago, the figure was 
down to 16%, while today only 3.1% forest-land remains.”

Deforestation also causes soil to lose much of its capacity to retain 
moisture and resistarKe to drought. As vegetation is reduced, the share of 
rainfall naming directly to the ocean increases. Less rainfall then evaporates 
into the atmosphere to recharge rain clouds that move inland. In this man
ner, Ethiopia's shrinking forest has contributed to worsening drought.*’

Soil erosion is also a mr^or problem. It has been estimated that Ethiopia 
has been losing one billion tons of topsoil a year. When the rains do come, 
they are often violent and intense, increasing the loss of Impoverished soil. 
Hillside fields have been eroded down to bedrock In only a few years. The 
loss of land throu^ soil erosion intensifies cultivation on the more produc
tive lands that remain, often shortening the fallow period needed to restore 
fertility in many areas.*’

While Ethiopian farm prices plummeted, the price of what fertilizer there 
was rose. In the cities, food prices were inflated, and there were shortages 
of wheat, eggs, and flour.**

As the supply of food was decreasing, the number of people was on 
the rise. In 19M, the Ethiopian government census revealed a population 
of 42 million making Ethiopia the r ' -nost populous nation in sub-
Saharan Africa.*' By comparison, ---------- i population was thought to
be only 31 million. The country’s ^owti. taie is estimated to be 2.9% a year.

Future pnijections of too many people and too little food are not op
timistic. A 10-year development plan issued by the government in 19M 
forecast that Ethiopia would not be self-sufficient in food until 1994 at the 
earliest. The plan calls for the continued collectivization of farming with the 
incorporation of 50% of the peasants and land by 1994 in state farms or 
producers’ cooperatives.

International economists see the plan as a prescription for continued 
disaster. Foreign economists believe that the country needs greater pricing

In 1974 the feudal re^me of Emperor Hade Selassie was overthroiun 
by a military coup led by Junior mllittuy officers and enlisted men.” The 

militaty junta farmed the Provisional Mllitaty Government of Socialistnew
Ethiopia, eventuzlly caled the Doa fo wage war against hunger,
poverfy, disease, and Illiteracy.”

One of the government’s first steps was to nationalize all land and in
stigate sweepbig niral land reforms. Attempts were made to start collec
tivized famis, but the independendy-mlndad peasants resisted the idea so 
alien to their traditional fa^ farms.” So far only 5% of the fanners are 
on collectives. A World Bank report calls the state farms ’hi^ cost pro
ducers’ that have not broken even.” Nevertheless the government poured 
70% to 90% of its r^icukural Investment into state famts and cooperatives, 
which In turn produced only 10% of the nation’s food.”

Collectivization efforts have made the peasants fearful that their land 
may be redistributed. They have little Incentive to make long term investments 
in the land such as Improved brigatlon systems. Shortages of consume goods 
also discourage peasants from producing and selling mote. Why bother, they 
ask, if they have nowhere to spend their earnings.*'

The government made fanners accept artificially low prices for the main 
^afos: teff, sor^ntm, barley, millet, wheat, and maize. Coffee, which earns 
65% of foreign exchange. Is so heavily taxed that peasants do not bother 
to expand its productian.''These polldes destroyed the incentive of millions 
of peasants to 90W surplus food, and productivity has declined notably.** 
The 1982 per capita fotxl production was only 81% of what it had b^ 
in 1969-71.

For the farmer who does have something to seD, getting his goods to 
market is anothe problem. Ethiopia has a scarcity of roads over its rugged 
terrain, and half of the people of the country live a two days walk from the 
nearest road.
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and nuifcettng flexibility rather than moe state (arms.”
Another factor in the famine Is The Nationalities Problem ’ cfivislons 

between the Ethiopian people. Ethnic and religious distrust has been in
culcated in the populace for centuries, and the depth of these divisions Is 
difficult for Westerners to fathom. The Amharas of the central highlands 
are long time rivals of the Tl^eans of the north. In addition, almost half 
of the Eritreans are Muslim and have suffered from discrimination at the 
hands of the m^ority Christians. These rivalries have resulted in Africa’s 
longest and least-noUced dvll war.”

For 23 years the Ethiopian government has been attempting to defeat 
the Erttrean and Tijean Libation Movements.” The conflict has been dose 
to a stalemate, with the Soviet-backed Ethiopians controlling the cities while 
the guerrillas rule the rugged countryside. In order to crush the rebds, the 
Marxist Derg cut off government services to the rrarth arxl instigated a 
‘scotched earth’ policy, bombing villages and destroying ooplarxls that mi^t 
be used by the guertlllas.”

Fi^ti^ intensified In ncxthem Ethiopia during the summer of 1985, 
causing a new exodus of refugees Into the Sudan. This occured at a time 
when the first promising crops in years were nearing harvest in rebel-held 
areas. The main emergency supply routes Into Eritrea and Tigray from the 
Sudan have been largely cut off by government trrxrps sirxre mid-August.” 
Conversely, roads leading to the largest relief camps in government-held 
areas, inchiding Mekele, Korem, and Alamata, have been difficult to use 
because of security problems. Dining most of the year, aircraft were required 
to keep Mekele supplied.

Theodore M. Vesta!
total aid and 444,000 MT (36% of all food aid).>rOther major donors were 
the European Economic Community, 198,000 MT (16.1%) and Canada,

TABLE I
SlaliUlcs on the Elhioiiinn Famine - 1985-1986

1985 1986
PopuUtlon 42 Milton
Papulation 7.9Mlton

42.5 MUcn 
5.8 Million

“at Hik”

Food Needs 1.3 MUlon metric Ions
(1 Dec. 84 - 31 Dec. 851 

Food Pledgee 1.233 MOBon metric tons 
coiTwnItted by donors 
Sources;

900.000 metric tons 
(1 Jan. 86-31 Dec. 86) 
824,000 metric tons 
committed by donors 
Sources:

U.S.: 444.000 MT {36.0%) U.S.: 300.000 MT (36.4%)
EEC; 198.000 MT (16.1%) EEC: 160.000 MT 

(19.4%)
Can: 167,000 MT (13.5%) Can: 85.000 MT (10.3%) 

All Others:
279,400 MT (33.9%) 

Since January 1, 1986*: 
159337 Metric Tons 
Average of 80.000 
Metric Torts per month 
Port offtake averaged 
48,000 Metric Tons 
per month 
Average dlstribiitcd 
62.500 Metric Tons 
per month

An Others:
424,000 MT (34.4%) 

Food DcBvered Dec. 1984 - Dec. 1985:
1,177.000 Metric Tons
Average of 90.500 
Metric Tons per month
Port
78.300 Metric Tons 
per month

The Food Crisis Average dtetrlUaied 
62.200 Metric Tons 
per month

Summary Dec. 1. 1964 - Dec. 31.
The Ethiopian Government had estimated that 1.3 mtUlon metric tons 

(MT) of food would be needed in calendar year 1985 to feed famine victims 
(Table 1). By December 31.1985,1,177,000 MT had arrived in Ethtopia. 
and a further 56,000 MT had been pledged but had not arrived. Approx
imately $1,144,319 of total aid was donated by foreign governments and 
Intematlonal organizations for famine rebef and rehablhtation. The largest 
single donor was the United States, which contributed $282.3 miibon of

1985 Jan. 1.1966-to present* 
1985 Carryover: 
306,000 Metric Tons 

Food arrivals;
160,000 Metric Torts 

Sou in ports:
190,000 Metric Tons 

SuD In warehouses: 
151,000 Metric Tons 

Actually dtotributml; 
125,000 Metifc Tons

Som: EMoeia md Smim Om Y«r Utm. (tor hi dMm i« fcxm 3) p. Sc.

Pood arrivals:
1,177,000 Metric Tons 

StlD In ports:
159,000 Metric Tons 

StitI in warehouses: 
147,000 Metric Tons

d:
809,000 Metric Tons29 mm. (Sk ce.

30 PMttTL GSw. SUCM tteonr Thi EM«n PraU  ̂ml Ita Ni 
I9M4S. (Undm: Lmofm PuUfcMkm. 19M). pp 362 364

: QuMlIan.* Afrtca SatMh ot iht Srima

2 Janwy 196S: 0*t L^an. ad. Alrica O 
Yah: Alrtem PubSMig Co. 1985): pp. 131 32. 

r. *Th8 PolHo of FoiM a EMcpm.’ YIh NaUon. 19 Jmmmy 1985. p. 33

31. *Alika'8 Loi^ Wm EilMa.* TdSa Ti
*Tha (TCd88 cutoff-<laa fat thaia fl»vai twa m pnwldid. Sinca ttm puUcatton data «W8 Aifal m 
day m fa8t quaia <Ujm.______________________

Don

32 >B . Til

Om Yaar Ular. tp. SA SC, S4^SSD May qp dr . 29 1986.
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167,000 MT (13.5%). The Soviet Union pledged no food aid but contributed 
$260 million In non-food aid.”

So far, there Is no accurate estimate of private American donations. 
Some fifty intemational non-governmental orga^tions operating in Ethiopia 
have cooperated with each other in a splendid way to get food and supplies 
to the needy." They have also learned to work with or around Ethiopia’s
Mandst govanment which is dUficuh under the best of circumstances.” Dur
ing 1985, the Office of United Nations Coordinator working under the Of
fice of Emergency Operations for Afiica (OEOA) successfully coordinated 
the woirk of the many diverse agencies, donor governments, the Ethiopian 
RRC, and other Intemational organizations.

bi areas controlled by the Derg, most teBef work is conducted by the 
Ethiopian Government’s Relief and RehaUlitatlon Commission and interna
tional and non-governmental organizations. At the hei^th of the relief ef
fort In 1985, dry rations were distributed at some 290 centers to more than 
five million peo^. The ob)ective of fols ration distribution strategy was to 
allow recipients to remain In their villages, so they could resume farming 
when conditions Improved. There were as many as 800,000 displaced peo
ple In Ethiopia who had left tfieir homes In search of food. About half of 
those people settled in camps or near feeding centers in mld-1985. A fur
ther 600,000 to 700,000 people may have fled to Sudan, Somalia and

TheodmM. Vesta!

port bottlenecks prevented food from reaching the needy. During the first 
half of 1985, the shortage of long-haul trucks led to enormous stocks of 
food piling up at Ethiopia’s two ports, Massawa and Assab." Concerted 
action by donors and the Ethio^ Government to devote more trucks, 
especially to take food fcom the ports, have now alleviated that situation.*' 

In addition there was a shortage of trucks to take food from central
warehouses to secondary warehouses and distribution centers. The UN, the 
U.S. Government, and other donors worked out an a^eement with the RRC
to meet this need for short-haul and four-wheel-drive trucks."

In the regions affected by dvfi war, the famine victims in government- 
held areas were only a part of the mosaic of suffering. Unseen were the hun
dreds of thousands of the starving In rebel-held areas of Eritrea, Ti^y, and 
WoOo.*’Accotrfing to inerfem, a consortium of agetxries supplying emergen
cy relief to rebel-held areas by w4y of the Sudan, only 10% of the two million 
famine victims In the area were receiving regular aid shipments.** More recent
ly, U.S. Senate staffers report that food and relief are being distributed to 
needy people In all areas, government-held as well as liberated" zones.** 
Officially, however, the Ethiopian goverranent refuses to allow private relief 
shipments into these contest^ provfoces, where Western relief agetreies are 
hesitant to operate for fear of Jeopardizing their work elsewhere in Ethiopia.

Approximately 405,000 Ethiopians fled Into neyiboring Sudan to 
escape the ravages of famine and war and remain In camps or receive food 
and maintenance assistance from the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR).** The Sudan now has its oivn problems with food 
shortages and dvU war, and it is becoming Increasingly probfemaUc whether
food and emogerKy relief supplies will continue to reach refugee camps.
A return flow of thousands of refugees to Ethiopia has begun, however, and
If the returning refugees ate able to plant atrd harvest a crop, others may 
be encouraged to voluntarily leave the Sudan.*’

Pllboutl.**
With the return of the Big Rains in 1985, the rehabilitation of drought 

victims became a priority. Rehabilitation tasks included replacing seed which 
had been eaten arid draft animals which had died or been sold. Efforts were 
made to return people in camps to their farms In time to plant. However, 
because of the disruption caus^ by the drought and insur^ndes, the RRC 
estimates that 9(X),000 MT of emergency food aid will continue to be need
ed throu^ 1986 (Table I). So far, 824,400 MT have been pledged by donors 
with the U.S., the EEC, and Canada again leading the way."

Presently, the stocks of relief food in country are sufficient to meet re
quirements. At the outset of the relief effort logistical, transportation, and to. Mw. -Ai ElMopM Sm. F 

I7Jun>I«S
1 Ron on a. Oodb-ttai VoiS Dk 17 Mw ISeS; S’.M Uvd B ShtxM
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The natkmaltties problem is also a factor In tlw semidesert Ogaden in 
the southeastern part of the country that spans the Ethiopian-Somali border. 
During the w» between Ethiopia and Somalia in 1977-78, many of the people 
of Harerge province. Bed to Somalia or Djibouti. Although some returned 
to Ethiopia during the past three years under resettlement pro^ams of the 
UNHCR," today there ate 800,000 Ethiopian refugees In Somalia. Mote 
than 50,000 have miyated since January, 1986, fle  ̂neither famine nor 
war but the Der^s collectivization and viUagization programs." Most of the 
recent refugees ate Oromos who report coercive and brutal treatment by 
Ethiopian soldiers and officials.

Harerge province, like the rest of the country, has a rapidly gowing 
population and deteriorating land. The southwestern part of the province 
has had litnlted rain for over two years end Is described as being In a pre
disaster stage. According to the RRC, crops In 22 of 39 regions of Harerge 
have almost totally failed, and 1986 a^loiltuial production is expected to 
faU by 45%. About a third of the area’s 900,000 famine victims are former 
refugees who have come back home.

If some Ethiopians have sought a safer haven In forei^i lands, others 
are on the move within their own counlry. In 1984, the Ethiopian govern
ment launched a resettlement pro-am with the goal of moving 1.5 million 
people kvtag in the northern region to the more fertile lands in the south 
and west. The government claimed that the ‘vohintary’ resettlement plan 
provided those moved with inproved social services and a better quality 
of Ufe, and that it might become a model for other drought-strlken countries 
of sub-Saharan Africa. The mass evacuation, that cost $35 million in its 
first year, resettled farmers in areas 500 to 800 miles from their homes. Each 
family that relocated was pronged two hectares, or about five acres, of public 
hnd, fanning equipment, shelter, seed, and enou^ food to last until harvest. 
The government sees this evacuation of people from a famine and ecolo^ 
disaster zone as a means of coping with the Immediate food crisis while 
long-term soil conservation pro^ams are prepared.”

Critics charge that peasants ate being coerced to move. There are reports 
that some of those resettled have Bed into the Sudan or are makitrg their 
way back home.” Critics also point out that moving Tigrean people of the 
north to southern areas would be similar to moving Norwegians to Greece.

TheodmM. Vestal
The Tigreans are of a different ethnic stock and culture and speak a dif
ferent language from those of southern Ethiopians. Furthermore, the reset
tlers are often in poor health and ill-prepared to move to areas where they 
encounter new cfimates, fanning conditions, and endemic diseases.”

Opponents see a hidden agenda in the government’s resettlement plan. 
It appears to them to be a final solution to the Der^s northern seccesskmist 
prcUem — to destroy the land and to get rid of the people.

In 1986, after the resetdennent of600,000 people, the government halted 
the program until after the harvest season eriding in December (Table O).

TABLE II
StMMIa on the Ethlapian Gon 

Rtjetticnieirt Program

1. Areaof Ri
Rggton Number of Pototo

KafCa 76,640
146,216fflubabor

Shoe 6,149
WeB«ga
Go0am
Gondar

253,282
101,122

6,387
Total: 589,796

II. Area of
Area of Origin

Region WeOo Shewa
47,492 6,514 22,634
72,226 28,275 45,715
_ _ 6.149 - -

220.636 11,279 21,367
29,839 54.858 - -

Tigre Gondar Go^
Kaffa
Olubabor
ShoaCTaddc)
WeOega
Goilam
Gondar

16.425
6,387

Total
‘Tht RRC iiiear npcrtirf tfw 
vmMg.

370,193 107,075 89,716 6,387 16,425
$09,796 203.971 Mn. or t ot 2.89 pmom

Sown: EittM Sate Om Y«w Lmt. aV. p. 16o.

Meanwhile, the Derg is “consolidating” the program, planning for a better 
organized, larger scale, truly voluntary resettlement sdieme. The RRC has 
established a major family reunification and tracing program in the resettle
ment areeis to aid families separated during the chaos and coercion.

ArKTther controversial program of the Derg is “viUagization” — an effort 
to move families from widely scattered rural dwellings into centrally organized

48 ‘Etepto* Say«i. fcom Somdl War. Nw Faom Ftew.* te. 24 Mnwy 1905
49 Rtei. *Afete WMi Fate Em4« EMopte M Fte« ColiEMte of Fam,* Wil Sm Joml.
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50 Pl^ M. Bofini. ■Etepto to IS
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and constructed ullages. The government contends that vfliagizatlon wfll 
provide the people with better dvlc sendees, such as schools and clinics, 
while alowing peasants to continue farming their laixl. Critics see this move
ment as a 'strategic hamlef concept designed to exert stronger government 
and ideological control rather than simply providing more government ser
vices. The vHa^zatlon program, which could eventualy relocate 30 milion 
people, has been suspended until the end of the harvest season, but the 
plan could have a profound impact on agricultural production if it Is Im- 
plemented thrtxrghout the country.”

TheodaeM. Vestal

fact-finding mission thought them worthy of a fuU investigation.” There is 
precedent for such activity. Haile Selassie’s corrupt regime sold relief 
shipments to the Sudan during the farrtlne of 1974.“

Accorefing to Dawit Wolde Giorgis, who defected to die West in late 
1985, very fittle of the famine aid sent by the developed world was lost 
through comqition or diverted into the military. Food was routinely redirected, 
however, for use in the government’s resettlanent effort, although American 
aid was conscientiously exempted from use in resettlement areas, in com
pliance widi conditions set by Washington. Dawit contends that the reset
tlement program complicated famine relief logistics by absorbing such scarce 
resources as bucks and money.

Dawit, a former Governor of Eritrea, deputy foreign minister, and an 
original member of the Cenbal Committee of the Workers Party of Ethiopia, 
believes that his govemmenfs policies, as much as drought, were responsi
ble for the catastrophic famine. ‘If there is no change in our policies, there 
wil always be millions of hungry people in Ethtopia,"*’ he said.

The Derg has been most wid^ criticized for spending between $45 
milion to $200 mlbon in 1984 on the 10th anniversary celebration of its 
Marxist revolution.” The showcase celebration was held shortly before the 
first television reports on the famine were broadcast in the U.S.

The govemmenfs spending priorities in general seem bizarre. The Derg 
is spending less than 5% of its budget on agriculture while half of its expen
ditures are for the mlitary.*’ Fortress Ethfopia is being maintained to face 
internal insurrections and any external threats. A standing army of 400,000 
highly mechanized hoops is being backed up with amis loans from the Soviet 
Union of from $2.5 to $4 biUion.” In addition some 3,000 Cuban soldiers 
are stationed in Ethiopia, along with miltary advisors and technicians from 
the USSR, East Germany, Bulgaria, and South Yemen.*’ Although Second 
World mlitary and security hardware and personnel have poured into the 
country. Eastern Bloc food aid amounted to only $16.6 mllon in 1985, 
out of a world wide total in excess of $500 mllkxi.*’'
61. Mw.-|^>»uo(MDIw<u>k,Ethlo^Olw<«l.-v dt .ir Dante ISe4,-U.N.AIdi DMn Food far ElWn|>l>
« Hufeid,* Md.. 29 Miy 19SS.
62.St««.,<».at.,».32S29.
63. May. -EddcidM Poldti BImwI bt FMdno.* Nw \oA nnoi. 21 6tay 1966.

The World’s Response

While food aid from developed nations has helped Ethiopia in the short- 
run, there is no precedence for continued aid of that magnitude over many 
years. Long-term food aid wil be required in Ethiopia unless there is a 
dramatic increase in the nation’s agricultural productivity.

In response to the world’s humane rescue efforts, senior Ethiopian of
ficials accused the Western nations Involved in emergency relef efforts of 
being largely to blame for the extent of the famine.** The then head of 
Ethiopia’s Relief atxl Rehablitation Commission, Dawit Wolde Giorgis, claim
ed that had the Western nations acted sooner, many Ives would have been 
saved “with the surplus and waste that exist in most donor countries.'** 
TWs accusation brought the retort from McPherson, head of the U.S. A.I.D. 
that the charges were absurd arxl that Ethiopia was ‘biting the harxf that 
feeds it.**

The Ethiopian government has been accused of far worse. McPherson 
reported that Ethiopia did not cooperate with American efforts to unload 
food at ports, preferring to use its Imited harbor faditles to unload cement.*’ 
The government also was repotted to have charged an Import tax of $12.50 
a ton for gift food and handing and trucking charges of $165 a ton.**

The Derg has been accused of seUng food shipments commercialy*’ 
and using gift foods to feed the army.** Althou^ th^ alegations by Cana
dian and British reporters were not substantiated, members of a Canadian
S3. EOlocIa aid Sadn 0~ Vo Utm. W Z32S
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Past Agricultural Development EKorts

The tragedy of contemporatv Ethiopia Is that H Is potentially the granary 
of the Horn of Africa. The fertile lands of much of the highlands, with pro
per Irrigation, fertilizers, pesticides, and improved varieties of seeds, could 
beam^crsourceoffoodproduction.Thispotentlalwasevidentimmediately 
after Worid War n when Ethiopia, using only traditional agrlcuhutal methods, 
supplied food to the countries of the Middle East. It was widely believed 
that only a change in the land tenure system was needed to allow the na
tion to realize its potential.*' The revolution of 1974 and the subsequent 
land reforms by the Derg have not produced the hoped-for results.*’

Halle Selassie made an attempt to modernize agriculture through one 
of the first Point Four (subsequently A.I.D.) programs funded by the U.S. 
government.’* From 1952-68, Oklahoma State University (OSU) ad
ministered this program that created an infrastructure for developing 
agricultural resources.”

With the help of 185 OSU personnel, an agricultural college, an 
agricuhtital techni^ high school, a research experiment station, and an ex
tension service were set-up. When the OSU prefects were terminated, well- 
trained Ethiopians texh ^ places of the Americans.’'

During the fourteen years OSU operated the agricultural technical high 
schcxil, 550 students graduated, half of whexn continued their studies at 
the College of Agriculture. Of the hi^ school graduates, 94% worked in 
aylcultuial occupations, many manning the Extension Service of the Ministry 
of Agriculture.”

The College of Agriculture, started from scratch by OSU, graduated 
284 students during the time of the OSU contract. These graduates held 
positions of importance in the government and In the private sector 
throu^Kxit the country. More than one-third of these graduates pursued ad
vanced agricultural studies in the U.S.”

OSLTs research progam aimed to imprerve the standard of kvkig throu#! 
the application of scientific principles to farming. Research projects were in
itiated in all major areas of agriculture, arxi the results were published in 
some 125 reports. The work Included such practical tMes as ■The Economics

Theodore M. Vestal

of Irrigation with Small Pumps,’ “Pouhry Improvement and Prcxiuctlon,’ and 
‘An Introduction to Tef." These data were used by Agricultural Extension 
agents who worked directly with the fanners.”

In 1954, OSU helped organize an Agricultural Extension Service with 
two agents in the field. The basic organizational structure was created, ad
ministrative policies defined, and a progam of coordinated educational ser
vices made available to fanners. By 1963, OSOs last year in extension work, 
76 extension posts had been established with 132 Ethiopians serving in the 
field. Some 2,500 farms throu^xxrt the country were being reached by ex
tension services, and farmers were using improved practices in the produc
tion of gains, livestock, poultry, and coffee.’*

The total cost of the OSU project over a sixteen year period was just 
under $12 miUicxi, an investment the equivalent of about $36 million today. 
Unfortunately the impact of OSUs success was blunted in the North by 
the devastation of the continuing civil war. In the southern part of the coun
try, the results continue to be promising.

In January 1985, William S. Abbott, Director of International Programs 
at Oklahoma State University, visited several of the sites in Ethiopia where 
OSU had operated. Accord!^ to Abbott the programs begun under OSU 
ccmtracts have continued to do weU. The College of Agknilture at Alemaya 
has added additional campus buildings financed by the World Bank, and 
student enrollments are four times larger than they were In 1968.”

The Agricultural Technical Hi^ School at Jimma was converted into 
a junior college and continues to gaduate badly-needed trained manpower. 
The Central Experiment Station at Debre Zeit maintains its agricultural 
research program, although one of its main buildings was converted to other 
purposes by the Derg. Well-trained agicuhural extension agents are still help
ing farmers in non-war areas.”

Abbott reports that the quality of leadership in the agicuhural sector 
has remained high and that g^uates of Alemaya and of U.S. universities 
continue to hold important positions. These leaders act as a moderating 
influence on the government to keep 
and the U.S.”
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In addition to the OSU program, some 2,500 Peace Corps Volunteers 
(PCVs) served In Ethiopia between 1962 and 1977 and many were involv
ed in projects deslyied to improve the ayicuhural sector. Some 150 PCVs 
worked as a^icultural extension workers cultivating neatly 20,000 acres of 
land to demonstrate the proper methods of growing com, cotton, and wheat. 
This project directly influenced about 2,000 farmers, and through them, an 
additional 10,000 Ethiopians. PCVs also worked in the resettlement of 600 
previously landless farm families. SmaBer Peace Corps projects involved work 
In the areas of varietal trial farms specializing in dry land agriculture, 
agriculture cooperatives and marketing, erosion control, water supply 
systems, toad constrviction, and vehicle maintenance. There has been no 
evaluation of the long-term impact of these projects since the Peace Corps 
left the country in 1977, but their accompHshments were Impressive at the 
time of their corrqsletion.'’

As of 1984, total U.S. aid to Ethiopia since World War D had exceed
ed $390 tnillian." Even with this volume of Ethiopia’s economic develop
ment has not approached the takeoff stage. The U.S.-Ethiopian aid ex
perience raises the question of how kxig a period the wealthy nations of 
the North win be willing to bankroll non<levelo[xnent in sub-Saharan Africa."

Theodore M. Vestal

These rural and urban associations mounted a successful Bteracy cam
paign that lowered the illiteracy rate from 97% to 37% during the past five 
years.” Marshalling the same energy, the AEPA and kebeles could be put 
to work Immediately in a crash program to reduce population gixrwth. Their 
model could be family planning programs of the Peoples Republic of China 
that cut that country’s birthrate in half in a decade through ’’mass volun
tarism." The network of (xganizations In Ethiopia operating now as an in
formal police apparatus could ensure strict adherence to a one-child pro
gram and provide population education programs to help Ethiopians unders
tand the long-term economic consequences of their childbearing decisions. 
In addition, contraceptives such as the newly developed under-the-arm 
Norplant, Injectables such as D^Provera, and the "morning-aher plT could 
be distributed through government channels. Authoritative controls will be 
necessary to make changes in the people’s preference for large families and 
from extremely low use of contraceptives."

The Marxist organizations could also facilitate reforestation again us
ing the PRC’s efforts as a model. China has been able to double its forested 
area in just 30 years, with an afforestation rate of 3.7 million acres a year. 
In a similar program, villagers in South Korea have been planting 100,000 
acres of trees a year." In Ethiopia, ten Peace Corps foresters working In 
the 1970s were responsible for the planting of over 30,000 trees on 100 
kilometers of terraces." The peasant organizations of Ethiopia should be 
able to duplicate these efforts and make a significant start in a such a 
reforestation program.

Small-scale irrigation, which has received little government support in 
Ethiopia, has increased food production In other African nations." Over 
a ten year period, 50 Peace C^s Volunteers brought nearly 25,000 acres 
of Ethiopian farm land under irrigation.” The AEPA, which exists to pro
mote improved agricultural techniques, could teach farmers how to use well 
water and small streams for Irrigation purposes. Farmers participate in and 
control such projects, which are low cost and provide seasonal flexibility.

In Ethiopia’s central highlands there is an urgent need to keep the nxjst 
affected farmlands fallow — some specialists say for as long as a decade.

« an hunt Enrta.-NiUonl G<osn|>Mcl63 (Mw

A Plan for Action
Given the fact that Ethiopia has been extremely slow in developing its 

ecoiKxny and has made many wrong moves In combatting Its food crisis, 
what can be done to help the country build back Its agricultural productivity?

To minimize the effects of the famine, the Ethiopian people will have 
to work with a dedication and commitment not seen In Ethiopia since the 

blUzed to defeat Somalia in the 1977-78 war. Massive out-nation was
side hdp frrom foreign countries will be required too, and the coordination 
of this assistance will be vital to its success.

To play to its strengths, the Derg could use its authoritative powers 
to get some needed things done and relax its controls In other areas to let 
farmers regain their Incentive to raise more food. The Derg’s All Ethiopian 
Peasants Association (AEPA) and urban ne^iborhood associations or 
kebeles Me mass organizations with units throughout the country. The 
30,0(X) local peasant organizations claim 7 million members." 84. Ml«. dl.:<mibc RcSM Cwo. -Q 
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This can be done by removing the people, as the Derg is doing, or by pay
ing peasants with food to reclaim their land. In return for food, the peasants 
would be expected to work on farm land tenadng, tree planting, small scale
irrigation projects, and building water reservoirs. The government could con
vince the peasants that they should not try to grow food, which would con-
tinue to destroy the land, in exchange fn being fed.’°

Getting the food for such a plan Is probleitratic, but recent events may 
fadBtate such action. The passage of the Afcican Famine Relief and Recovery 
Act of 1985 empowers U.S. officials to ^t assistance to Ethiopia “without 
regard* to previous legislation that prohibited development aid to nations 
that had nationalized American private or government property.” On 
December 19,1985 — a month after U.S. Assistant Seaetary of State for 
African Affairs Chester A. Crocker publicly expressed Washington’s dislllu-
stonment toward the lack of response from the Men^tu government to U.S. 
efforts to improve relations — Ethiopia signed a settlement agreement to 
conqiensate American property losses. Ethiopia agreed to repay $7 million 
to Americans over a fiv^year period. The first payment of $1.5 million has 
already been made.’* Thus the way is being cleared to initiate Ethiopian 
development projects such as food-far-wotk programs.

Amther problem Is that some of the most affected areas are the bat
tlefields of the dvil war. Until fitting ends in Eritrea, Tigray. and Wollo, 
self-sufficiency in food production and long-term reclamation programs will 
be difficult — If not impossible.

h the parts of the country where reclamation projects can be carried 
on, a massive nationwide effort will be required to keep Ethiopia from again 
si^Hefing from a devastating food crisis. If the mifitary is to be maintained 
at the 400,000 man level, most of them could be put to work in distributing 
food aid and in reclaming the land. The military has the organization, 
dbdpiine, manpower, aixl the trudts to do what o^ agencies of the Derg 
cannot.

Theodore M. Vestel

be made through an international voluntary organization or the service corps 
of other nations with the “hands on* work ethic of the U.S. Peace Corps. 
For political reasons, it mi^t be expedient to bring in Peace Corps-^e 
volunteers from Eastern Bloc countries. Why not a Second World peace 
corps of Russian, East German, Polish, Czech, Rumanian, Hungarian, atxl 
Bulgarian young people? And why not turn the Cuban soldiers in Ethiopia, 
that the Derg is paying for, into agricultural project workers?

If the Soviets were able to put a billion dollars of military hardware and 
nearly 20,000 Cuban troops into Ethiopia beiveen Noverriber 1977 and 
March 1978, they should be capable of using the same energy and organiza
tional skills to bring in a similar atrrount of resources to assist in the food 
crisis.

An international fond aid organization, the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development (IFAD), sponsored by Western nations and the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, was set up In 1974 to try 
to increase the productivity of small farmers in the poorest countries.” IFAD 
has fostered rural developrrrent in Ethiopia through the provision of credit 
to cooperatives and peasant farmers for agricultural production, marketing, 
and processing.” The New York Times describes IF.AD’s performance 
as outstanding,” and the work of the organization could be vastly expartd- 
ed in Ethiopia.

While socialist organization and discipline may facilitate drastic action 
to combat aspects of the farrtirre, relaxation of state control of food pricing 
and marketing mi^t reiuvenate the individual farmer’s work ethic. Immediate 
reforms are needed to allow peasants more freedom in the crops they grow 
and in the way in which they sell their produce. Collectivization should be 
halted and coffee taxes lowered or eUrrtlnated to spur rmre agricultural 
production.

China’s experience In abolishing rrxjst rural communes, restoring fami
ly farms, and reestablishing “free markets’ as an alterrrative to state-run 
outlets demonstrates that agricultural production can be revitalized in a stag
nant socialist economy. In the PRC, peasants are working harder and pro
ducing a greater variety and volume of food for sale.” Grain output, increas
ing 8% each year since 1979, has risen to the extent that China has become 
agriculturally self-sufficient. Ethiopia needs the same turnaround to irrduce 
farmers to increase production.

An Influx of helpers from abroad to supplement the national effort would 
alsobeheipfiil. If the Derg were on friendly terms with the U.S. Peace Corps, 
volunteers working with peasants would be one of the most useful types 
of foreign assistance to help in developing the country’s agriculture. Such 
PCVs would not have to be higMy-trained experts. “B.A. generalists” with 
intensive training In agricultural skills needed for a particular project could 
do the job. In the mid-1960s there were alrnosl 6(X) rcVs in Ethiopia. Twice 
that number might begin to make a dent in some of Ethiopia’s agricultural 
problems.

If Americans are unacceptable in present day Ethiopia, the effort could
93 Hcbn RoMn.-Food AU Pnwam ITraMd.-WidibWan IHal. M Mw ISeS:-SoM Acnant No m. nl On.'
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Thu can be done by removing the people, as the Derg is doing, or by pay
ing peasants with food to reclaim their land. In return for food, the peasants
would be expected to work on farm land terracing, tree planting, small scale 
Irr^tion ptr^ecte, and building water reservoirs. The government could con
vince the peasants that they should not try to grow food, which would con
tinue to destroy the land, in exchange fa being fed.’”

Getting the food for such a plan is problematic, but recent events may 
facilitate such action. The pass^ of die African Famine Relief and Recovery 
Act of 1985 empowers U.S. offldaU to gant assfetance to Ethiopia “without 
regard* to previous legUlatkxi that prohibited development aid to nations 
that had nationalized American private or government property.” On 
December 19,1985 — a month after U.S. AssUtant Secretary of State for 
Ahtcan Affairs Chester A. Crocker publicly expressed Washir^on’s disillu
sionment toward the lack of response from the Mengistu government to U.S. 
efforts to improve relations — Ethiopia signed a settlement agreement to 
compensate American property losses. Ethiopia agreed to repay $7 million 
to Americans over a five-year period. The first payment of $1.5 million has 
already been made.’' Thus the way U being cleared to initiate Ethiopian 
development projecte such as food-for-wotk programs.

Another problem U that some of the nxMt affected areas are the bat- 
tlefidds of the dvll war. Until fighting ends in Eritrea, Tigray, and Wollo, 
self-sufficiency In food production and long-term reclamation programs will 
be difficult — If not Impossible.

In the parts of the country where reclamation projects can be carried
on, a massive nationwide effort win be required to keep Ethiopia from again
suffering from a devastating food crUU. U the military U to be maintained 
at the400,000 man level, most of them could be put to work In distributing 
fcxxl aid and In reclaming the land. The military has the organization, 
dbdpllne, manpower, and the trucks to do what other agencies of the Derg 
cannot.

Theodore M. Vestal

be made throu^ an international voluntary organization or the service corps 
of other nations with the “hands on* work ethic of the U.S. Peace Corps. 
For political reasons, it might be expedient to bring in Peace Corps-Uke 
volunteers from Eastern Bloc countries. Why not a Second World peace 
corps of Russian, East German, Pofish, Czech, Rumanian, Hungarian, and 
Bulgarian young people? And why not turn the Cuban soldiers in Ethiopia, 
that the Derg is paying for, into agricultural project workers?

If the Soviets were able to put a billion dollars of military hardware and 
nearly 20,000 Cuban troops into Ethiopia belveen Novertiber 1977 ar«f 
March 1978, they should be capable of using the same energy and organiza
tional skills to bring in a similar amount of resources to assist In the food 
crisis.

An international fond aid organization, the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development (IFAD), sponsored by Western nations and the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, was set up in 1974 to try 
to increase the productivity of small farmers in the poorest countries.’' IFAD 
has fostered rural development in Ethiopia throu^ the provision of credit 
to cooperatives and peasant farmers for agricultural production, marketing, 
and processing.” The New York Times describ^ IF.AD’s performance 
as outstanding,” and the work of the organizabon could be vastly expand
ed in Ethiopia.

While socialist organization and discipline may facilitate drastic action 
to combat aspects of the famine, relaxation of state control of food pricing 
and marketing might rauvenate the individual farmer’s work ethic. Imniediate 
reforms are needed to allow peasants more freedom in the crops they grow 
and in the way in which they sell their produce. Collectivization should be 
halted and coffee taxes lowered or ebminated to spur rirare agricultural 
production.

China’s experience in abolishing most rural communes, restoring fami
ly farms, and reestablishing “free markets’ as an alternative to state-run 
outlets demonstrates that agricultural production can be revitalized in a stag
nant socialist economy. In the PRC, peasants are working harder aruf pro
ducing a greater variety arxf volume of food for sale.” Grain output, increas
ing 8% each year since 1979, has risen to the extent that China has become 
agriculturally self-sufficient. Ethiopia needs the same turnaround to induce 
farmers to increase production.

An Influx of helpers from abroad to supplement the national effort would
also be helpful. If the Derg were on friendly terms with the U.S. Peace Corps, 
volunteers working with peasants would be one of the most useful types 
of foreign assistance to help in developing the country’s agriculture. Such 
PCVs would not have to be highly-trafried experts. “B.A. generalists” with 
intensive training in agricultural skills needed for a particular project could 
do the Job. In the mid-1960s there were abnosi 600 rcVs in Ethiopia. Twice 
that number might begin to make a dent fri some of Ethiopia’s agricultural 
problems.

If Americans are unacceptable In present day Ethiopia, the effort could
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h eariy 1986 Ethiopia and the European Economic Ccmmunity entered 
hto a new ayicuhiual development proyam. Under the terms of thdr agree- 
ment, Ethiopia must undertake fundamental agrtcultural policy reforms in
cluding more flexibility in marketing and pricing, revised la^ tenure policies, 
and higher budgetary priorities for the agricultural sector — major changes 
from the Der^s ideologically-based plans.” Such changes may mark a tur
ning point In improved food production by individual farmers.

Despite the success of the Western nations in getting food to the ma
jority of famine victims in Ethiopia, many problems remain. There Is still 
much to be done to rehabilitate the nation’s agricultural production and to 
provide assistance to refugees and people in war zones. The nation will also 
have the long-term task of coping with legacies of the famine — 25,000 or
phans or abandoned children under 16 years of age” and the ineversible 
physical and mental impairment resulting from calorie and protein depriva
tion among children.” As Conyessman Mike Synar (Democrat, Oklahoma) 
observed upon his return from a Congressional fact-finding trip to Ethiopia 
tn September, 1985: The famine is still present, and its relief will require 
continued massive efforts for a number of years.

Conclusion

Theodore M. Vestal

There are erKxxiraging signs of rapprxxhement between the governments 
of Ethiopia and the United States. Moigistu Haile Mariam has indicated that 
his government wants to improve strained relations with the U.S., but that 
the Reagan Administration must first curb its *anti-Ethiopian stance.” Un
fortunately, the United States Government, out of its dislike of the social 
economic system we have opted for ourselves to free ourselves from 
underdevelopment and also out of sheer anogance, has taken this unfriendly 
stance against us," he said.'”

In reply, James R. Cheek, head of the American mission in AddU Ababa, 
stated that the U.S. would welcome an easing of relations with Ethiopia, 
but that it would have to begin with discussions on basic relations. The 
Reagan Administration has frequently expressed concern over Ethiopia's ties 
with the Soviet Union, accusing Moscow of exploiting tts position in the region 
and ‘generally destabilizing the area and retarding Its growth.

The U.S. has shown some flexibility In its relations with another sub- 
Saharan Marxist state — Mozambique. With Washington’s acconrxxla- 
tion of Samora Machel as precedent, perhaps U.S.-Ethiopian relations, 
despite fundamental different in ideology and world view, can move to 
a hitter plateau. In early 1986, Ethiopia appeared to be signaling detente.

For example, after many months of displaying. If not ignoring, the 
U.S. role in farnine relief, the Ethiopian leadersh^ is now saying *thank you" 
in statements to the intematiotul press arx) to visiting Congressional delega
tions. Foreign Minister Goshu Wolde expressed the new official attitude that 

—the Ethiopian people deeply appreciate the assistance offered by the 
American people."'” The government has also Issued standing invitations 
for American journalists arxl Congressmen to visit any part of Ethiopia. In 
addition, the U.S. Information Service has been aflowed to re-establish opera
tions in Addis Ababa, and there are Fulbright and other government- 
sponsored educational exchanges.

The status of bilateral relations between the U.S. and Ethiopia has a 
strong bearing on the future of relief proyams. The U.S. A.l.D. Mission In 
Ethiopia plans to end all asslstatK:e by the end of 1986. The Reagan Ad
ministration is apparently operating on the theory that Ethiopia, having 
benefitted from a major drou^t and famine relief operation, will have gone 
through two years of relatively nomrial cycles of rain and harvest by the end 
of the year. After the second cycle, Ethiopia would not need relief and
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Ultimately the Ethiopian food crisis will have to be resolved by Ethio
pians themselves.'” Unlike many other African nations, nature has Mess
ed the country with an invigorating climate, normally productive lands, 
forests, and usually abimdant rainfall. If man’s folly has destroyed much of 
this bounty, man’s determination and persistence can restore at least some 
of it and alleviate the human suffering caused by the degradation of the 
environment.

The restoration effort is already behind scliedule. The traditional Ethio
pian attitude of “Ishl nuggah” or “okay, tomorrow" will have to be replaced 
with a grim realization that there is a race on between the rehabilitation of 
the countrj/s aytculture and a resumption of famine, again losing hundreds 
of thousands of lives. This race shoiild be tun without the encumbrance of 
ideologies. As A.I.D.’s McPherson has said; ‘A hungry child knows no
politics."'”
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rehabilitation assistance but traditional development assistance, which the 
Reagan Administration has so tar declined to offer.

Although the prospects for increased food production this year are op- 
Umtstic, many observers are urging caution until the summer rains and harvest 
can be fully assessed. Meanwhile the intonational community must be ready 
to continue transitional assistance if food shortages develop in vulnerable 
areas. Under such circumstances, the modest U.S. A.I.D. Mission should 
remain open until the harvest can be evaluated through Spring 1987. Should 
official U.S.-Ethiopian relations continue to improve, the A.I.D. office would 
be In place to facilitate agricultural development and capital assistance 
projects.

Achieving Seif>Snfficieney in African 

Agricnitnrai Food Production:

The Case of NigeriaColonel Mengistu has responded to U.S. overtures and concerns by call
ing on “well intenUonerf members of the Reagan Administration to look in
to what is actually happening in Ethiopia.''' For Mengistu, whose laconic 
thanks to America for its famine aid amounted to one brief news item in 
1984-85, the invitation to the Reagan Administration to look at his country 
may be a dpiomatic Teat leap forward. The U.S. will probably look carefully 
before it le^ — to offer further developtnent aid.

The situation is far from clear. On the one hand, there is the record 
of the Ethiopian leadership’s harsh dogmas and rigid policies that create 
“adearoontradictlonbetweenpoliticalpiiorttiesandhumanneeds.’lnrefus- 
ir^ to face the reality of the farnlne that the Derg considered‘an embarrass
ment and a humiliation to the revolution,’ the nation’s miseries were com
pounded. As former RRC Director Dawit described it, "The leadership lives 
in a fantasy world created by their own policies and imagination. We don’t 
realize how much our people are sufferlrig.’'“ A reassessment of priorities 
would appear to be in order.

On die other hand, Ethiopia, with all its problems, did survive. The coun
try has been puSed b^ from the brink of what a year and a half earlier 
threatened to become one of the great human tragedies of modem times. 
Despite the errors, confusion, and chaos of the early days of the relief ef
fort, the Ethiopian Government worked with the United Nations, m^ ^.xior 
governments, and private agencies in deitveiing 1.2 million metric tons of 
food and irtiBions of dollars of non-frxxl aid to millions of needy people. The 
result Is that there Is more food in Ed 
the past three years with a cushion, a carryover, and a continued flow of 
food donations assured through the end of 1986. To turn back the threat 
of one of the century’s worst famines within a year Is a major relief success 
story. What remtos to be seen Is what fcjod needs will be In 1987 and what 
the U.S. response will be.

Mark Anikpo

African countries, throu^ the Organization of African Unity (OAU), 
have declared their inteition to strive towards self-reliant development. This 
is sequel to the growing awareness that “Africa, despite all efforts made by 
its leaders, remains the least developed continent... Africa was directly ex
ploited during the colonial period and, for the past two decades, this ex
ploitation has been canted out through neocolonialtet external forces which 
seek to influence the economic poVctes and directions of African states.'' 
Among the coiisequences of this imperialist exploitation of Africa is the over
dependence of the African economy on external forces. While industrial 
manufacture is virtually non-existent, agriculture is characterized by low pro
duction and productivity and nidimentaty aricultural techniques. ’This situa
tion obviously gives rise to insufficient agricultural growth, especially of food 
production, in the face of the rapid population growth and has resulted In 
serious food shortages and malnutrition In the continent."'

The question then arises: faced with the structural imperatives of 
capitalist underdevelopment, especially a very weak industrial base, how do 
African countries intend to Initiate a program for food self-sufficiency which 
they recognize as the bedrock of the envisioned economic development? 
What is the possibility of such a program, if established, succeeding on a 
long-term basis?

This article is an attempt to review, using the Nigerian example, the 
type of agricultural projects often established by African leaders In the hope
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of achieving seU-suffidency in agricultural food production. It a>so reveals 
what went wrong with these programs in order to provide a basis for 
understandng the ahemative proposals put forward here for realizing African 
agricultural objectives. 0ur central argument is that attempts so far made 
at achieving lorig-term food setf-sufBdency In Africa have failed, not necessari
ly because of poet soil, drought, desertiflcatian, or even low level technology, 
but because African agriculture lacdrs an appropriate organizational base to 
mobilize the predominantly peasant producers into an efficient and more 
productive w^ force.

Oianctnistlce of Peasant Agiicuhuie

Nigeria’s near-100 million population is estimated to be 75% rural. By 
virtue of their assymetrical power (sodo-economic and political) relationship 
with the urban population, and because of the nature of thdr productive 
activity, Nigeria’s rural dwellers are predominantly peasant agricultural pro
ducers, whose surplus feeds the urban dwellers.

Their social organization is stmetwed by a network of kinship relation- 
shfris which give rise to distind geographically separated villages, towns and 
dans, where kicfivldual peasant households cultivate small areas of land main
ly to satisfy the consumption requirements of the family members. The 
separation, in irast cases. Is made more distant by differ^ces in linguistic 
and reHgto-is affiliations. By Implication, the separate youps of peasants 
lack effective communication between them. As Marx puts it, “the small
holding peasants fonn a vast mass, the members of which live in similar 
cotKiitlons but without entering into manifold relations with one another. 
Their mode of production isolates them from one another instead ot bring- 
hg them into iTiutual intocourse.’* fri Mam’view, such peasants are Incapable 
of acting together towards a common purpose because they constitute a 
‘simple addition of homologous ma^tud«, much as potatoes In a sack 
form a sack of potatoes.

Sturfies tar peasant revolts confirm that, in most cases, peasants act 
together and more effectively when organized by non-peasant leadership.’ 
It could be argued that the effective mobilization of peasants for group ac
tion In this way is not limited to rebellions but extends to agricultural pro
duction. External Intervention is therefore necessary if peasant production 
Is to achieve a level required to satisfy national food requirements. This is.

MarkAnllqx}
however, not the crux of the matter. One would want to know what form

. this intervention would take and also under what condWons it would become 
necessary. A theoretical point arises here. As La-Anyane correctly points 
out, when one considers the prospects of a^icultural development in Africa,
‘of vital importance is the interdependerxe of apiculture and industry.’’’Such
a relationship he further notes, ‘demands a rapid technological change In 
agricultural production and the prxxnotion of the process of striictural 
transformation.' ’

The traditional concern in relation to apiculture and industry had focused
on determining which of the two should take precedence in development 
priorities. Those who gave the fundamental role to agriculture based their 
argument on economic and itxxal pounds. Apart from the fact that 
agriculture is the source of basic raw materials for industry, agriculture pre
dates indusbrial manufacture in the order of man’s productive activity. There 
were, however, those who‘extolled the virtues of industrial fund 
The argument here is essentially economislic. Again according to La-Anyane:

lism.*

"They ai^ that Industry Is tha sole means of raisins Ike productMty of m 
h^onorny arid lhal a^lcultuK cantiol provide the enpie of Towlh fat a devefopkq 
nation because of the low Income elasticity of demand foe ^Icultural products.
The pride of place should be Sven to industtiaHiotion. because It Is the only sec
tor that can break the vicious circle of poverty — low sa<
— and pave the way lor the takeoff of the economy." •

The problem with such fundamentalist considerations was not just the cir
cularity of the arguments but the one-sided emphasis on the contribution 
of either agriculture or industry to overall national economic growth.

In recent times, the contention between the two views was resolved by 
the emergence of a new view which focusses instead on the mutual in
terdependence between agriculture and industry.

The synthesis emerged out of the realization that the relationship be
tween agriculture and Industry is a mutual one and rxxie can achieve any 
meaningful powth without the other. There is little need to go into elaborate 
details of how the sectors enhance each other. Suffice it to mention here 
that apiculture serves industry in two major ways, by providing raw materials 
for industrial production and also by making food available to the Industrial 
workers in erxxigh quantities arxf low prices. Industry provides the tractors 
and other tools required to facilitate agricultural production. The more abun
dant and sophisticated the technology provided by industry, the higher the

V> TioVcal A1A» (Oldnw: Jem Wlw a Son. ISaSI. p. 16.

— low Incomes
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tendency for Increased agricultural productivity. It is important, therefore, 
to note that the mutual lelationshtp between industry and agriculture, to a 
large extent presupposes a corresixxidence between the growth levels of 
both. This means that, for effective cross-stimulation between industry and 
agriculture, their technological levels need to be at par, especially as they 
affect the organizational structure of agricultural production.

Let us consider, for instance, the situation In Africa, where the 
technology is still moderate — a^icultural implements are mostly hoes, 
spades and cutlasses, all of which are energized by the human muscle. To 
achieve hi^ agricultural productivity from such implements. The peasant 
producer, demands a high labour iniput with all its attendant denniuiids on 
human energy. Ahematively, the peasant ptoduoos must be brou^t together 
to increase productivity without necessarily worldng extra hours. The pro
blems inherent In the first option are enormous and Inhibitive of productivi
ty. Chayanov explains that a peasant producer encounters a certain amount 
of drudgery In the application of his labour power for a^icuhural production.’ 
In addition to the inevitable limitations of the human muscle as an energy 
source, labour drudgery sets a limit to the extent the peasant producer can 
stretch his Otvn physic^ potential. Despite the subi^vity of Chayanov’s 
evaluations of peasant productive activity, he nevertheless highlights the im
portant fact that the labour-intensive approach is not the most effective way 
to achieve E^icultutal food self-sufficiency, espedaDy where, as in the African 
case, the population is predominantly peasant. The implication of this for 
the organization of Afrrican peasants is discussed further below. Meanwhile, 
It may be useful to review some of the approaches that had been adopted 
in the past by successive Nigerian governments in the attempt to increase 
agricultural productivity and achieve food seK-sufflciency.

Mark Antqxj 
g the input ofEtcher’s study was, h 

research in science and technology towards transfrxming African ^taihure. 
The concern here is on the influence of organizational variables such as labor 
maximization (either through individual or collective production and incen
tives), state policy, and investment spending and leadership on peasant 
agricultural productivity. The central thesis Is that these variables altered 
significantly, in terms of their capacity to mobilize the peasants, after the 
colonial poiod. Whereas the colonial administration paid some attention 
towards using the peasants for the production of the essential food products 
by at least providi^ markets frrr their products, the post-colonial Nigerian 
governments engaged in a progressive alienation of the peasants in the food 
production process. The pohcy-makers igxxred the peasants by turning aw^r 
from policies that would enhance domestic food production, and also by 
forging no mutuality between the mral-based agricukure and the urban-based 
industrial development. A consequent rural-urban dichotomy was shupened 
throu^ a consistent policy of urban bias.

There is presently a useful body of literature on rural neglect and urban 
bias in Nigeria. One erf the best-krxrwn of such works is Dupe Olatunbosun’s 
Nigeria's Neglected Rural Majority." He shows in the book how urban 
bias in deveiopment planning was manifested in sectoral allocation of futKk 
for development pto^ams, and also in the siting of industries. In the table 
below, Willie Okowa reflects the magiitude of urban bias in Nigeria’s First 
National Development Plan, 1962 to 1968.'*

er, focussed on

Tatital
Planned RuiaHJibwi DMiibiitloa ot Go 
in The FliM Nationri Dc Plan, 1962^ (In Peiccntagea)

Approaches to Agricultural Food Production Sectnc
Trade and hdushy 
Ekctitdty

Rmal IMan RarriiMlM'
2.6 97.1 0.3

Observers of the Nigerian food Situation during the colonial period must 
be shocked at the turnabout in productivity that occurred a few years after 
independence in 1960. In a historical analysis of scientific and technical ad
vance in African apiculture, Carl Ekher observes that.

0.6 97.7 0.5
0.0 91.4 8.6

Health 
Enfonration 
Sodal Welfare 
Water Supply

Pe-centage Total

3.9 76.2 19.9
0.0 37.8 62.0
9.2 90.8 0.0

39.6 58.5 1.9
Two ma|ar Green Revolutkin-type breakthrou^ occurred bi tfte colortial era 
— hybrid oti pabn in Zaire, Nigeria and the Ivofy Coast and hybrid mate in Zim
babwe and Kenya — but rw comparable b 
25 years of Independence.'*

4.9 91.7 3.4

^ have taken place in the Soirn OlKM*. IlibK Btai n NMtone D 
Faney of Soctal SOrngm, UiWMy of P 
‘hmofiMUfc

MthtSitf Sview.
HgthM, 1964. Tafato A 7.2.2 
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Mark AnikpoIn later years, mate specifically, during the 1960s and 1970s, this neglect 
of the rural peasantry was accentuated by the emergence of oil as the coun
try’s nu^or revenue earner. Within two decades, the rural population had 
been deprived of the able-bodied labour force that should carry out mean
ingful agricultural pnxhiction. While locally-produced food dwindled, the 
government engag^ in the importation of food from other countries with 
the oil money. Table 2 below gives an idea of the almost continuous rise 
In Nigeria’s food importation.

Tables
Percentage Value of Petroteum Export to Nigeria's External Balance of 
Payments. 1966, 1969-1974:

Percentage Value of 
Petroleum ExportYear

1966.. ..46.7
1969. ...40.7

i ..49.6
..63.5Table 2

Food Importation In Nigerta (19621980) ..............68.7Value*
(mltton)
...46.986

Year
1974.1962. Source Ccntnl Bank o< Nil438041963.

Eii1964.............. Nigerians woke up the uncomfortable realization that unless the country 
became self-sufficient in food production, there was danger ahead.

Almost as if in panic, the Obasanjo administration (1975-1979) laun
ched the agricultural program known as the “Operation Feed the Nation” 
(OFN), on May 21, 1976. 'iTie obvious aim was to lure Nigerians into 
agricultural production to save the nation from the impending food crisis. 
In a national speech to launch the program, the then Head of State, Gen. 
Obasanjo, specified the Government’s involvement and determination with 
these words:

191
1966.
1967.
1968.

42560
...28,392 
...41.732 
...57.694 
...87.910 
...95.104 
.126 260

1969.
1970.
1971.
1972.
1973.

. . 155.708

. . 277.863

. . 438.927

. . .702.013
]!I]"ia08.662
. 1,105.901

1974.
1975. AgriculturaJ inputs such as (a) iniproi.ied seeds, (b) fertilizers and pesticides as 

wdl as (c) proper marketing and storage 
addition to what the
season, the federal governments 50,000 tons of fertilizers for distribution to 
farmers. From now on, fi
tilizer they buy irrespective of Vi^rere they bve. These prices are largely sub
sidised by the Federal Military G

As later events revealed, these lofty propo als turned out to be a 
camouflage for fraudulent swindling of the nation’s finances. As Nzimiro puts

1976. ts have to be made. In 
governments have already ordered for this cropping1977.

1978.
1979. will pay a uniform price for each type of (er-
1980.
• Noit thM fc»d kKkdn cmh. nwi, podtttt. Ml

Sower Arteito. T.SB.. Mgwtoi* Gt«M RoiwMiOB- AeWm 
DurngMad Lk&m No. 1. NBER. Sadw Afrt 19S3. p 7. 
’hNprtviNito.

etc., etc.”

It:As the figures clearly show, apart from a slight slump from 1%7 to 
1969 when the country was enga^ in a civil war, ioed importation into 
Nigeria rose continuously during the post-colonial era, especially the period 
of oil boom as Table 3 shows.

The implication of the above figures is that as petroleum revenue in
creased, so did the amount spent on food importation. The consequence 
was increasing less reliance on domestic food production and the inten
sification of peasant alienation. But the money to continue the importation 
was there and the pobey-makers did not realize the full import of the ne^t 
of the rural peasants until there was a slump in the oil revenue. As the oil 
money stopj^ flowing in, food Importation became more difficult. Suddenly
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.. it is evident that the Operation Feed the Nation was controlled and directed 
by the bureaucratic bourgeoisie for their own berretit. Some of the government 
functionaries that sold the prefect retired and became consultants to the very 
same government. Huge consultancy fees were paid to groups, all of whose 
surveys and analyses were based on capttdist methods of organising agriculture 
in an irKlustriai society and never worked for die peasant society.'*

The government liberalized imports on agro-business and opened the 
gate wider for imperialist penetration into Nigerian agriculture. Multi-national
13. OuoMd h Ikftuw Nctmfro. TIm Grt 
Mrtcm PufaSfhm. 1965). pp 26 ?7).
14. /M.
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agro-business acquired more trading posts in Nigeria as get-rich-quick 
Nigerian businessmen saw the opportunity for compradorial alliance. Their 
Interests were not the Interests of the peasant producers. Except trying to 
get fertilizers to farmers, the program lacked any organizationa] ^se to 
mobilize atx) motivate peasants for higher agricultural food production. The 
OFN Indeed created more problems for the country than it intended to solve. 
It died a natural death even before Gen. Obasanjo haixled it over to a civilian 
government headed Alhegi Shehu Shagari In 1979.

The change bomm Obasanjo to Shagari in the political arena was also 
a change from the OFN to the 'Green Revolution" as a new agricultural pro
-am. Nzimiro notes that the Green Revolution was inaugurated in April, 
1980, was characterized by the same institutional deformities as in all the 
deveiopment programs of the nitng class of the First Republic atxl the Militaty 
Regimes.'* It was conceived to boost agricultural production as wdl as to 
ensure rural development throu^ (a) a^business, (b) the constmction of 
feeder roads, and (c) the ptovisicn of housing, educational facilities, water 
and electricity In die rural areas. It had two agrarian aims: to boost export 
of a^icultural products, and to increase food production.

Indeed, the “Green Revolutkxi" was the Operation Feed the Nation Iri 
a Afferent garb. The institutional structures remained the same. The class 
alliances remained unchanged and reinforced the mechanisms of exploiting 
and alienating the peasants instead of mobilizing them. It was, therefore, 
not surprising that all that Nigerians gained from the GR program was what 
Nzbnbo caDs “the modernization of hunger," and the emergence of the most 
nithless political bandits in Nigerian history. Before the scheme collapsed 
with its apostles in December, 1983, the “Green Revolution" had beerme 
a stigmatized Idea In'the country.

The Bidiad miklaiy regime (1983-85) was also enchanted with the dream 
of a^icultural self-suffidetKy In Nigeria. It quickly launched a new scheme 
kmwn as “agricultural 
people to take up terming and other agricultutal endeavors. Its major strategy 
was to retrench workers from the civil service and Industry so that they would 
be compelled to return to the villages and engage in agricultural production. 
The scheme rvas seriously flawed because the government ma^ no effort 
to assist the retrenched workers. The retrenchment itself was meant to be 
a discipllnaty measure or farced retirement — either of which demoralized 
the victim!. Moreover, most of them had neither the land nor the nxmey 
to buy some for agricultural purposes. Some had lived all their lives In the 
urban towns and had never engaged in agricultural prxxluction. Apart from 
the Rivers State goverrunent which organized young school leavers for an

Mark AnSrpo

agricultural project known as “sch<x>l-to-land," no other attempt was made 
to organize eitto the peasants or the newly retrenched workers for the pur
pose of achieving agricultural self-suffide^. As the retrenchmente 
tinued, the public became more restless and the government became more 
repressive. Like its predecessors, the ‘aggressive agricultural programme" 
— a stillborn child of political circumstances — disappeared with the same 
circumstatKes that gave birth to It. The Buharl regime was overthrown in 
September, 1985 by the cunent President Ibrahim Babangida. The 
regime has not tossed up any tency name for its a^icultural policy but 
of its policy decisions have indirertly stimulated agricultural production In 
Nigeria. The most important of such policies is the ban on the importation 
of rice and maize. The traders have swamped the rural countryside asking 
for rice to purchase. The peasant rice farmers have swung into action once 
more and contrary to expectations that the rice importation ban wold create 
super-inflation, the price of local rice in Nigeria, one month after the ban, 
fefl by 50% of its previous level.

Yet, from all indications, the present stimulation of agricultural produc
tion through market incentives, fw purposes of long-term agricultural food 
self-sufficiency, is inadequate. It ladU the necessary organizational base to 
ensure continuity aixl higher productivity. It can at best be seen as a palliative 
which achieves desirable results only as long as r,o other venture guarantees 
better financial profits.

The Organizational Base for Agricultural Food Self-Sufficiency

As I had argued in an earlier analysis,'* the major defect of the above- 
mentioned agricultural programs Is that they are not geared towards 
eradicating the sources of the exploitation and Asorganization in peasant 
produetkx). To do this will entail, on a brtrad basis, a new socio-economic 
and political framework within which peasants can be effectively mobilized. 
Such a broad framework will tend tow^ socialist programs which will focus 
on the elimination of existing class inequalities by restructuring the social 
relations of prcxluction in industry and agriculture.

In a^ulture specifically, because of the already mentioned limitations 
of inAvidual peasant production, the necessity arises for organizing the pea
sant communities under direct but limited government control. These of 
course will fail to accomplish their purpose if they become cooperatives where 
administrative secretaries and rec^ clerks give orders to estranged farmers

con-
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who do not know what cooperative movements are all about. They must 
be cooperative settlements organized as autonomous communities where 
the farmers are given relevant education and available scientific and 
technolo^cal assistance, and where they have the right to influetKe deci
sions affecting the production and distribution of their products, especially 
In the determination of commodity prices and the selection of their represen
tatives. Adequate financial incentives must be provided. Such cooperative 
organizations would have multiple advantages. If effectively linked together 
they would enable the peasants to exercise power relative to their numbe.’s. 
They would provide additional leverage for the societies of which they are 
a part to withstand the manipulations of muhinatignal corporations. They 
would bring the efforts of many together and acjust agricultural production 
to the level of existing scientific and technolo^cal knowledge.

In addition to providing an organizational structure, the iiK>bilization 
of peasants for self-sufficient agricultural food production requires two other 
preconditions: a creative and communicable idea and a dedicated leader
ship. The idea explains to the people why such a reorganization is necessary 
and binds them to its success. The leadership must be seen to be dedicated 
in order to inspire confidence and hope in the producer;. The leader is usually 
the symbol of a peoples’ aspirations and his role in the mobilization process 
may prove the decisive organizational factor in ensuring the success of any 
program of national self-sufficiency. Neither of these prerequisites is easily 
fulfilled, as a number of such efforts in other parts of Africa have shown. 
Neverthdess, it remains the most viable alternative to continued stagnation 
or decline.

Food Skortmgos la AMea:
A CrMqae ot Exiatlag

AgHealtaral Strategies

Kidane Mengisteab

Many African countries that have the potential in terms of natural en
dowments for agricultural prosperity have been unable to feed themselves ' 
Many of them that were net exporters of agricultural prrxlucts in the 1950s 
and earlier decades have now become net importers. A recent study shows 
that only sbr countries in Afilca south of the Sahara (Swaziland, Burundi, 
Cametcxin, Ivory Coast, Malawi and Rwarxla) achieved a rrxxlest growth 
In their agricultures between 1961 and 1980. Agicultural production in the 
other 28 states etther sta^iated or declined.' The continent’s population 
grew at a rate of 2.9% between 1966 and 1980. During the same period, 
its agricultural productian ^ew at a rate of 1.7% only.' The implication of 
this situation is serious because decline and stagnation of output over time 
demonstrate the inability of the prrxiucers to reproduce themselves.

In Africa agricultural production In general and forxl production in par
ticular are carried out largely by the peasantry. A situation of serious crisis 
arises when this social class (up to 85% of the papulation in some coun
tries) fails to reproduce itself as a viable unit of production. Food shortages 
cannot be alleviated by imports because the peasantry is often unable to 
pay for them. Foreign aid, which Is needed to save lives when starvation 
hits, is nevertheless unlikely to be a solution for this recurrent situation.' 
Periodic widespread starvation that has characterized Afiica thus becomes 
almost impossible to prevent.

Condusion

The Nigerian case discussed above may not be Identical in its practical 
details with those of other African countries. However, the similarity in the 
contemporary conrlitions of African agriculture gives the basic prindple of 
cooperative mobilization a generalized implicatkm. We have argued that 
because of the predominantly peasant character of African agriculture, 
especially its low tedmological basis, any attempt to achieve agricultural food 
self-sufficiency in the continent must focus on bringing the efforts of pea
sant producers together in cooperative agricultural enterprises. In this way, 
it will be possible to bring existing scientific and technological knowled^ 
to bear on exlstirtg production practices through direct government control 
atxl planning. By ensuring a harmony between agriculture and irxlustry, given 

jledicated leadership, African agriculture can attain kxig-term fo^ self- 
sufficiency.
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KkJane Mengisteab
Explanations For The Crisis

Environmental deterioration that has resulted in recurrent drou^ts is 
one obvious cause of the problem in many countries. But it is generally t^eed 
that there ate other causes as wdl. The environmental deterioration and 
the failure to contain it are, to a large extent, attributable to social factors. 
There is no s^eement, however, in identifjring these other causes. One ob
jective of this article is to re-examine the various diagnoses of Africa’s most 
vexing problem, attempting to eliminate the less Important ones so that at
tention can be focused on the real cause.

The analysis o< the situation and the solutions suggested in the Bterature 
on Africa’s agricultural problems vary widely. However, at the risk of broad 
generalizaticn, the available diagnoses of the situation ate classified into two 
broad perspectives In order to slnqrlify the organization of the argument. 
The two categories ate the orthodox and the radical perspectives.

ft is important to note that rmt all the useful Bterature fits well into this 
categorization. There is also wide variation twithin each of the perspectives. 
The orthodox perspective, for example, includes studies that range from the 
free market advocates to proponents of pohcy intervention including serious 
land reform. The radical perspective alw ranges from deppcfoncy school 
and African sodaBsm to Maoist new democratic revolution and the theory 
of underdevelopment. All these variations cannot be treated effectively In 
such a short essay. This analysis will concentrate primarily on the wing of 
the orthodox perspective which advocates reform (henceforth referred to 
as Bberal) and the theory of underdevelopment (the neo-Marxian segment 
of the radical perspective).’

7. the iS of devdopment plans and Mure to scnipulousiy Im
plement set plans md pobdes,
8. the existence of some archaic sodal structures such as 

tenure patterns,
ibtles in land

9. the il deterioration such as droughts and massive sod erosion,
10. the lack of devdoped tran^wrtation systems, and
11. the demoyaphic problems, i.e, tack of control of population yowth that 
neutrallacs any yowth in agricultural productian.

The above Bst shows that the Bberal diagnosis essentially relates the 
problem to the scarcity of certain factors of production. However, most of 
the factors Bsted above are producible. Scatdty of such factors reflects that 
their demand has exceeded their supply at a given time. Under such coikB- 
tions, a successful reproduction system would shift resources and effort to 
the production of the scarce p,-oducts and the development of necessary 
Institutions. An unsuccessful system of rquoductlon, however, would fall 
to do so over time. Scarcity of products thus describes the state of certain 
factors at a given point in time but it does not, by itself, tdl us why a reproduc
tion system fails to produce the scarce products over time unless the scard- 
ty is so general aixl severe that production cannot exparxl or even continue.

Scarcity of producible foctors can certainly explain poor production over 
the period of time that is required to produce or acquire thiou^ trade and 
use such factors. The lack of a certain technical mix, for example, can ex
plain low agicultural productivity but it does not explain the causes for the 
lack of the necessary technical mix. Thus as long as the necessary natural 
endowments for a^icultural production are available, the lack of the pro
ducible factors of production does ixd provide a sufficient explanation. Failure 
of a reproduction system to achieve some level of growth over lime, as is 
the case with the food production in Africa, flierelore, imposes the question 
as to why a society foils to generate the necessary factors.

The scarcities of capital, sklB and entrepreneurship do tK>t take us very 
for in explaining the failure of a reproduction system. They do not tell us 
why a society foils to generate th^ producible goods and services. Fur
thermore, introduction of such factors, by itself, does not always alleviate 
the problem. The extension services provi^ by Ethiopia’s Imperial Govern
ment In the 1960s and early 1970s, for example, begm a process of reduc
ing the scarcity of fertifizers, quafity seeds, pesticides, marketing fodfities, 
ard other agricultural factors of production. The outcome of this was a rapid 
process of rrrechanization of the country’s agriculture. The position of the 
peasantry and the food situation, however, continued to deteriorate due to 
land concentration, rent increases and an Increased shift from the produc
tion of food to the production of cash crops.
4th Quarter, 1985

The Liberal Perspective

Acconfing to the Bbeal perspective, the explanations of Africa’s develop
ment problems and Its a^k^tioal crisis are to be found In, airrang oll,c-s:

1. the lack ol ika nd
2. the lack of Ofiilal resources for productive tnvestrrent,
3. the lack ot technical and sdenttftc improvements,
4. the lack of multHladptnary research relevant to the locd oendttions,
5. the lack of suMdenl agiciilhiral extension services such as msiketiiq retd 

craikt ImMit,
6. msrkal (b4ur (price controb and other Imperiecllons in price setting 

mechanisms).
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Based on thb diagnosis of the pnibla ' liberal perspective advocates 
a development strategy which encouragvs hnde and fore^ Investment to 
transfer skill, technology, capital, etc., and export promotion to provide the 
foreign exchange for the payment of the transferred products. This strategy, 
which essentially advocates commercialization of agriculture to transform 
the peasantry, 1^, In many LDCs, led to a relative expansion of the com
mercial sector. However, tlis expansion, which largely relies on the Interna
tional market for Its dynamism, especially In the case of the less diversified 
economies, has produced neither the development of the food sector nor 
the transformation of the peasantry.

World price fiuctuations and restrictions of the market often constrain 
this strategy. The Republic of Sudan, for example, raised its cotton output 
35% in 1981, and a further 10% in 1982. Falling world market prices, 
however, wiped out the expected foreign exchange earnings. Senegal and 
Kenya also experienced similar situations with ^oundnuts and beverage 
crops respectively.* There Is also another problem that faces this strategy. 
Even whm the international market conditions are favorable, the commer
cial sector's linkage effecte on the food sector are hl#Jy questionable. We 
will return to this problem later.

KkJane Menglsteab

classes that appropriate the surplus either invest it in other sectors or waste 
it in unproductive consumption, leaving the food sector to stagnate.

Based on such analysis, the neo-Marxian perspective points out that 
the solution of the food crisis requires fundamental restructuring of the ex
isting socio-economic relations in the countries concerned. But if structural 
changes are prerequisites for the success of a reproduction system why is 
it that the backward societies have not succeeded in implementing such a 
change? And why is the neo-Marxian diagnosis claimed to be fundamental
ly different from the liberal diagnosis since structural changes which are largely 
subject to human activity can be treated like other producible factors of pro
duction? In other words, why is lack of structural changes of the neo-Marxian 
diagiosis any different from the Bberal paradigm’s scarcity of producible fac
tors of production?

Inability of the masses to win the class struggle due to domestic and 
intemation^ class relations may erqrlain the first question.’ In other words, 
the lack of political consciousness and organization of the masses and the 
support that the International bourgeoisie lends to the domestic ruling elite 
may have prevented the success of social revolutions in many LDCs, and 
the consequent implementation of structural changes.

In regard to the second question, however, the neo-Marxian diagnosis 
goes, at least, one step deeper than the liberal diagnosis. This has very im
portant policy irirphcations. The neo-Marxian analysis considers that changes 
in the production relations and in the division of labor are prerequisites for . 
dealing systematically with the scarcity of all producible factors of produc
tion by coordinating the use of available resources with social needs. It is 
Implied in this analysis that without structural changes the appropriation 
that generates scarcity would persist.

There are some Important empirical evidences about African agriculture 
that can help us In evaluating the diagnoses of the problem by the two 
perspectives. A careful observation of the situation reveals that in the 1950s, 
1960s and in the first half of the 1970s the cash crop sector experienced 
a modest growth induced by the international market. (See Table 1.) Begin
ning in the second half of the 1970s, the cash crop sector also saw fluctua
tions partly caused by the instability of the international market. Yet, despite 
the environmental problems and the scarcity of many factors, the cash crop 
sector did not experience a general stagnation as the food sector did. (See 
Table 2.)

The Neo-Marxian Perspective
The neo-Marxian perspective, Uke the liberal perspective, recognizes the 

scarcity of certain prod'icts such as capital, technology and skill in many 
developing countries. It also realizes that such scarcities Impose productivi
ty as well as nwket constraints on the producers. However, unlike the liberal 
perspective, it regards the scarcities as outcomes of the problem rather than 
the causes.

The lauses of the problem, according to the neo-Mandan perspective, 
largely lie in the position that Africa occupies within the international divi
sion ^ labor, i.e.,'in Africa’s deperxleiKiy and in the production relations 
that preriominate In Africa. The neo-Mandan perspective has not quite 
established a dear operational definition of the structures of dependency. 
Nevertheless, the gerieral analysts of this perspective suggests that existing 
class relations which are closely related with Africa’s position in the interna
tional division of labor prevent the coordination of available resources with 
social needs, for example, in terms of allocation of surplus. Implied in this 
analysis is that either the producers in the food sector are deprived of 
resources and thus are not capable of generating surplus or, if a surplus is 
generated. It is extracted from the producers through rent, taxation and pric
ing mechanisms, leaving little to be plowed back to this sector. The economic 7. TTili Impkn that iha prtmify out* far rdMfapnwnt t$ faflun to change the (tnictwes dial prevail sodol dwafap 
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which is advocated by the Hberal perspective is thus inappropriate for the 
devdopment of the food sector.

A related observation reveals that the 9Dwth of the cash crop is positive
ly correlated with the favorable allocation of resources it has acquired. This 
implies that one reason that the food sector has stagnated is that 
it has been discriminated against in terms of allocation of resources.

This is not the end of the Hberal perspective, however. There is a viable 
argument in support of the export-oriented agricultural strategy. This argu
ment is that the cash crop export sector would act as a leading sector and 
devdop the rest of the agricultural activities through Its linkages. There is 
nothing inherently wrong with the production or even specialization in the 
production of cash crops since, with the necessary political will, the surplus 
that this sector generates, if the international market allows capital to be 
generated, can be allocated to the food sector by poBcy. Cuba, which started 
a restructuring of its economy after its revolution, for example, continues 
to encourage its sugar industry while trying to use the surplus for the develop
ment of its masses. The bitter tnith, however, is that such a poHtical will 
does not exist in most of Africa. And left to the market, it Is not very clear 
what rrrechanisms there are for linkages to take place. It is, for example, 
not clear how the peasantry is affected by the exited linkages especially 
when the production of cash crops is largely in the hands of commercial 
farmers. Furthermore, for the food sector to devefop through the trickleifown 
effect of the cash crop sector, the domestic food market must expand suffi
ciently to attract investment resources. This means that the market for 'ood 
has to be able to compete with the international market to rrrake tiie pro
duction of food as attractive as the production of cash crops. However, the 
low standard of living of the masses in Africa does not allow this at the 
present.’ The expansion of the cash crop sector thus continues. AtkI, as 
we have already seen, its expansion, whi^ requires appropriation of more 
resources and l^d, often leads to the food sect^s depri^tion of resources, 
peasant evictions, and rent increases, and consequently worsens the condi
tion of a targe segment of the peasantry and the fo^ situation deteriorates. 
Food production thus cannot be left to the highly questionable Unkage ef
fects of the cash crop sector. It needs to be stimulated directly through poHcy 
directives and favorable allocation of resources.

In sum, Africa’s food production sector has failed to reproduce itself. 
Much of this failure is related to Its deprivation of needed resources. The

Tahiti
Africa’s Per Capita Production of Ma)or Cash Crop Products 

(Kg per capita)
Sugar

Cotton Cocoa Tobacco CaneYear Coffee Tea
1950 1.3
1955 1.6
1960 2.9
1965 3.7
1970 3.7
1973 3.6
1974 3.3
1975 2.8
1976 2.9
1977 3.0
1978 2.4
1979 2.6
1980 2.5
1981 2.7
1982 2.5 0.44 2.3

Somtm Food «id AvtaAm Orgrtutkn ol Urn UMUd NMm. FAO IVnilTWnii VMiteoks. Rom.

0.10 3.1 2.3 0.6 70
0.10 2.9 0.6 702.1
0.20 3.3 3.1 0.7 80
0.23 3.4 2.8 0.8 80
0.33 3.7 3.0 0.6 120
0.40 3.2 2.5 0.6 130
0.40 3.1 2.6 0.6 130
0.37 2.8 2.5 0.6 130
0.40 2.5 2.1 0.6 140
0.45 2.9 2.1 0.7 140
0.45 2.7 2.0 0.6 140
0.40 2S 2.2 0.7 130
0.42 2.6 2.1 0.7 120
0.41 2.4 2.2 0.5 140

0.7 0.6 140

Table 2
Africa's Per Capita Production of Major Food ^oducts 

(Kg per capita)
Millet A Rkc

Yem Wheat Midze Sorglnim Paddy Cassava Pulaes
1961^ 21 54 64 19 102 13

1970 22 54 57 11 104 14
1973 22 45 45 18 108 13
1974 21 67 50 18 111 13
1975 21 62 51 19 109 13
1976 26 57 49 19 102 12
1977 20 64 45 19 105 12
1978
1979
1980

Somtm Africa Soalli of tte Salian. London: Eurepo PubftcaHara UmKad.

22 64 49 18 102 11
20 52 42 19 99 11
18 58 44 18 100 11

The growth of the cash crop sector, svhich can be referred to as ‘depen
dent developmenf has not been duplicated in the food sector.’ It is also 
unlikely that food production will be stimulated by demand at the interna
tional market. This is essentially due to lack of overlapping demand bet
ween the domestic and international markets and due to cultural differences 
in food consumption patterns. The outward-oriented development strategy 9. T>m It no dnr ground (cr oqMCdns that ihtt wS h 
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economies. There are several causes for this, anxmg them protectionist 
policies, scarcity of resources, which limits new entries to the market, and 
collusion among the small number of firms that develop oligopolistic 
characteristics by price fixing or by following price leaders.

The ntKwt imixxtant firms involved In the less diversified LDCs’ 
economies, and especially those engaged in the agricultural sector, may 
undertake innovative economic activities and may accumulate capital from 
their profits, but their employment creation effects are limited by 
mechanization.” From this it follows that their domestic market creation 
effect will also be limited due to their limited generation of new incomes for 
consumers. Their products, therefore, are largely oriented to the international 
market. This means that the role of private entrepreneurs to expand the 
domestic market by helping to translate social needs into effective demand 
is not very dynamic in the agricultural sectors of backward countries. The 
private enterprise market mechanism thus faces structural limitations in most 
African economies.”

neo-Marxian paradigm relates this deprivation to the exlsHng production rela
tions while the liberal paradigm provides little explanation beyond the scar
city of resources. We now turn to the analysis of the predominant economic 
systems in Africa to examine if they are capable of overcoming the crisis 
by alleviating the food sector’s deprivation of needed resources.

Existing Economic Systems
The existing predominant economic systems in Africa are the private 

enterprise and the state enterprise systems. The private enterprise system 
generates economic development throu^ entrepreneurs who with their in
novative economic activities generate employment. Income, market, and new 
organization and techniques of production." The operations of this system 
are essentially governed by the market, which among other things transmits 
information on social needs and satisfies the needs of Individuals.” But, 
the market transmits information on social needs only when these ate 
reflected by effective demand. It also satisfies the needs of individuals by 
making available what is demanded provided that the demands warrant a 
certain level of profits to the entrepreneurs.

It is clear from this that the information that the market transmits is 
biased in favor of the social classes with notable purchasing power. Needs 
not translated into effective demarxj are rxit clearly transmitted by the market. 
For instance, in the case of many Aftican countries, a large part of the basic 
social needs such as education, health care and even food are often not 
translated into effective demand. The low standard of living of the masses 
depresses effective demand. Lack of effective demand in turn leads to un
diversified economies that produce at low income levels. Hence, we have 
a vicious circle that the m^et, by itself, is unable to break. The market 
is thus not effective in coordinating available resources with social needs 
when the needs are not translated Into effective demand through purchas
ing power. The ne^ect of the food sector in Africa exemplifies this weakness 
of the market.

Another important weakness of the private enterprise market system 
in the backward LDCs is that firms involved in these countries have not 
been able to perform the classical role of the firm in a capitalist system, the 
development of their own market. One important reason for this seems to 
be that the international market provides them with an alternative. Another 
reason might be the weakness of competition among firms. Competition 
could push some enterprises to rely on the domestic market and thereby 
expand it. But competition among ferns is rather weak in the less diversified

The State Enterprise System

Another dominant economic system is die state entaprise system. This 
system, which Claude Ake calls statist economy, is characterized by state 
ownership of the principal means of production.” But what mechanisms 
are there In the statist economy for facilitating the translation of social needs 
into demand or for the development of society through the coordination of 
available resources with social needs? The state's direct ownership and con
trol of the means of production and the control over the state apparatus 
gives its fuixdionaries tremendous power. Control over the economy appears 
to enable the state to make long-term plans and investments which private 
entrepreneurs are largely incapable of doing. State Investments may also 
be geared toward the inprovement of the standard of living of the masses 
since they are guided by policy rather than by the market. An agricultural 
system based on small-holder operations with state assistance would seem 
to be consistent with the state enterprise system.
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NeMwr erf the twro predomlnmt economic systems thus seems to be 
capable of leodng to the cooidinatlan of ovaiUble resources with social needs. 
The private entoprise system is unable to do this because the poor masses 
cannot translate their needs into demand and they will remain unable to 
do so until their economic conditian improves markedly. The state enter
prise system is also not likely to produce any better results since it does 
not have a mechanism by which the general population can express Its needs 
and influence policies.

fri many African states we fhd that the private enterprise and state enter
prise systems coexist. This ooexistetKS rif the two is often referred to as 
a mbred etxxiomy. There is, however, nothing interesting about this type 
of tnbred eccxKxny. A oombtotion of two inappropriate systems can hard
ly produce one that works. A mixed economy that reflects a policy-guided 
market operation in which the policies represent social needs might work. 
But this is not the type of mixed ecorxxny prevailing in Africa.

Suggestions lor Possible Solutions

The analysis of the predominant ecorKxnic systems In Africa leads us 
to make two generalizations. One is fliat existing conditions in Africa 
demonstrate that the market, by itself, is unable to 
with social needs and thereby bring abort a sohitkxi to the food crisis. So 
taiteiventlonist policy should play an important role. The second one is that 
when policy supersedes or conqilements the market it needs to represent 
social needs in cnlei to achieve developmental objectives.

There are different Implementational problems involved. Disposing of 
the supremacy of the market in favor of policy raises two questions. One 
is how policy makers acquire biformation on the constantly charring social 
needs. The second riuestion deals with what mechanisms we need in order 
to base policy maki^ on social needs.

The answs to the first (juestion seems to be relatively easier than the 
answer to the secotxl one. African economies are simple, the needs we are 
rleaUng wtth are essentially basic ones that policy makers can largely iden
tify without relying on the rrrarket. One does not need the market to Identify 
the needs of the African masses for food, shelter, health care, schools, etc. 
Furthermore, rkmocrattc ri^ts that allow the masses to participate In ded- 
sion making are mechanisms by which the masses could, to a certain ex
tent, transmit biformatlon to policy makers on their changing'needs, at least 
until the economy develops to become more complex.

This, however, does not mean that the market can easily be discarded. 
A funcdonal pctaritlzatlon of needed products and identification of their 
armunts are not easily determined without the market. Consequently, a 
policy guided ecorxrmy may be less efficient than a market ectxwmy ^ terms
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of achieving an equilibrium. In other words, due to lack of informatlan, the 
imbalance between the supply of products and their demands at the end 
of each period of production may be greater under a policy guided economy 
than under a market ecorKxhy.

Imbalances caused by lack of information reflect Inefflciencies in resource 
allocation whkh lead to slower economic growth. However, despite the in
efficiencies and the initial slower economic growth, in the case of the less 
diversified ecrxKxnies, the policy mechanism can be more effective than the 
market In Improving the standsd of living of the masses throu^ income 
reoistributive measures. Income redistribution raises the income of the poor. 
This hyrer income and the poor’s higher marginal propensity to 
raise the effective demand of the overaU economy. A hi^ level of effec
tive demand, in turn, exparrds the domestic market and thereby establishes 
a sounder basis for a faster economic gowth over time.

The rrKwe difficult question Is to determine how to ensure the commit
ment of policy-makers to the satisfaction of social needs Including the 
dse of democratic rights. There are two possible suggestions on this. One 
Is that African societies have to undergo social revolutions in which the 
masses occupy state power and ensure, through their representatives, that 
policies safeguard their interests. If Implemented, this social change could 
achieve the goal of targeting resources to scxial needs. However, implemen
tation of such social changes has been difficult in Africa. As Amilcar Cabral 
points out, the underdevelopment of the productive forces has also 
underdeveloped the potential agents (working class and peasantry) of such 
a social change.'* An apparently insurmountable impasse faces the strategy 
of revolutionary change if a revolution cannot be undertaken effectively. Let 
us now examine how the neo-Marxian paradigm resolves this impasse.

Cabral developed a theory of social transformation in the backward 
developing countries, which has been further elaborated on by Samir Amin. 
They suggest that a radical segment of the petty bourgeoisie, which reaUzes 
that social development will not take place without fundamental social 
change, will lead a social revolution and bring about social development by 

'coordinating available resources with social needs through careful invest
ment policies."

Even the Cabral-Amin strategy has been difficult to implement in Africa. 
This difficulty is evident from the experience of countries such as Mozambi
que, Angola, Zimbabwe arrd Ethiopia. One me^ difficulty emanates from 
the petty bourgeois leadership betraying the cause of the masses. The theory
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provides an bnpUdt solution to this problem. If the cause is betrayed, the 
expected social devdopment would not take place. In other words, the sodal 
problems that necessitated a social revolution would continue to exist and 
the se^nent of the petty bourgeoisie that is not in power would lead further 
stiugg^. But the continuous revolution could last over a long period of time. 
This leads to another problem.

The strategy of sodal revolutions entails disruptive social conflicts. It 
Involves changes in existing production relations including confiscation of 
property and Income redistritwtion. The benefidaties of the existing system 
oppose such changes and they are likely to resist. The changes also may 
involve heavy sacrifices by the petty bourgeoisie and this (needs resistance 
by this class. The consequent social conflicts can be protracted and very 
disruptive. The economic situation in post-1975 Ethiopia seems to exemplify 
the agonizing impacts of such disruptions. Protracted conflicts can force 
a social change that started with the objective of coordinating resources with 
social needs to become so militaristic that it uses up resources which are 
badly needed for economic development.

The various resistances ml^t be liquidated by force. This however, is 
hardly a solution. In the process of forcefully suppressing oppositions all 
other forms of diversity. Including the creative and constructive ones, are 
also suppressed, since during such chaotic conditions it is difficult to 
distinguish between opposition to change and differences on how and what 
kind of changes should be Implemented. Repression, in turn, generates 
among the masses lack of confidence and initiative which are very impor
tant aspects of social development

D^te the elegance of its analysis there are thus many technical prob
lems involved in Implementing the strategy suggested by the neo-Mandan 
perspective. It is not always easy to overthrow existing regimes. It is even 
mote difficult to Implement the stmctural changes after taking political power. 
Nevertheless, with a committed and tactful leadership that uses persuasion 
and far sight^ compromises rather than force, it can be implem^ted. The 
outcome would then be a transitional social system in which the primary 
ot^ective is the devdopment of the productive forces through the coordina
tion of available resources with social needs.

The other strategy is essentially suggested by adherents of the liberal 
perspective and it does not involve fundamental changes in the production 
relations. Rather it involves political as well as economic reforms tc bring 
about some income distributive measures to improve the standard of living 
of the poor." In the case of agriculture, the reforms would mean targeting 
resources towards the food-producing poor peasantry.

Kidane Men^steab
This strategy runs into two theoretical problems. The first one is that 

suggesting reforms seems to imply admission that the failure of a reproduc
tive system is not simply due to scarcity of factors, as the Hberal diagnosis 
suggests, but that there are some mechanisms in the economy that cause 
failure and that call for refomis. This problem, however, is not Insurmoun
table. The liberal perspective Is flexible enou^ to acccxnmodate reforms. 
One justification for reforms is market imperfections. According to the liberal 
perspective, resources are scarce and they are allocated best through the 
market mechanism. But there are cases In which some resources are not
allocated best by the market. Such market imperfections thus call for refomis
without contradicting the general liberal diagnosis." The food sector’s 
deprivation of resources can thus be considered as one among many market 
imperfections that need to be corrected by policy.

Imperfections are inherent in the market mechanisms. Reforms are, 
however, exogeneous correcting devices. This raises the second problem 
which deals with who determines the need for reforms and their magnitude.
If the negative impacts of market imperfections affect all economic classes. 
Including the policy makers, then one can expect the policy makers to in
stigate reforms. But if it is only a segment of the population, for example, 
the subsistence farmers in particular or the poorest segment of the popula
tion in general that is directly affected, then why would poflcy makers in
itiate reforms? Of course, in some cases, we can have refonns implemented
by benevolent policy makers who want to improve the conditions of the poor.
We might also have far-sighted policy makers who envision the impact of 
the food sector’s stagnation on the overall economy." However, policy 
makers are not always benevolent or far-sighted. We thus face the problem 
as to who implements refonns.

One argument is that with denxxnacy the poor are also represented 
In running the state. They can thus influence policies.*' In fact, in the Uberal 
tradition, the state is generally considered to be neutral to all economic 
classes. This implies that the state would initiate and implement reforms, 
when needed.
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However, the concept of the neutrality of the state Is rather untenable. 
The conduct of the state, especially in the case of the LDCs, makes this 
obvious. The influence of the poor members of society, such as the sub
sistence farmers, on policy mal^ is minimal. The issue as to who initiates
refonns thus remains a n^glng question since reforms generally conflict with
private profit, at least in some sectors of flie economy.

A more convincing argument for the solution of this problem is that 
social disparities endanger the viability of the capitalist system. The state, 
neutr il or not neutral, realizes this and, in an attempt to save the system 
from iodal upheaval or a revolution. Induces entrepreneurs and capitalists 
to shtae In carrying the burden of development. Under prressure from op
positions or due to fear of social iqrheav^s the state can undertake some 
Income redistribution measures.”

Even If implemented, due to its reformist nature, the impact of this 
strategy might be too little and sometimes too late for the situation in some 
African countries where social unrest Is already endemic. Nevertheless, in 
many other countries, substantive reforms ml^t overcome the food crisis 
and improve the economic condition of the poor. This means that despite 
implementational difficulties both strategies can overcome the food crisis.

Kkkme Men^steab

Another important point that our analysis hopefully has made dear te 
that neither of the identified strategies for social development can be prov
ed to be unworkable for overcoming the food crisis. ThU implies that as
long as the necessary changes that give top priority to solving the food crisis
are accepted, then it is theoretically possible that tactical compromises can 
be reached even among the adherents of the different ldflnfogiri.|ly demar
cated strategies of social development.” Of course, accepting tactical___
promises when needed, managing conflicts without resetting to violence and
cooperating to solve problems require a certain degree of political sophistica
tion not only on the part of policy makers, but also on the part of poBHcal 
oppositions as weU as on the part of all Individual citizens. Overcoming the
current crisis thus will require, among other things, the political maturity of 
Africans.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, the ma^itude of the crisis of the food sector in Africa 
Is ^ve. The stagnation of production over the previous decades, the star
vation of thousands of peo^ in Ethiopia and other African states and the 
widespread malnutrition that ravages the continent are clear manifestations. 
The dia^iosis of the problem is marred by ideological differences. But it 
Is dear that the crisis Is related to the ne^ect that has characterized the
food sector, fri any case, Africa now finds Itself In a very difficult and shamefol 
situation. And fiwdng it from such a tragedy would require nothing less than 
changing the existing orientation to devd^ment and allocating available 
resources in a way that would give top priority to the food sector.

The chronic conflicts fliat characterize Africa would certainly impose 
obstacles to such a change. Our analysis of the possible generd strategies 
for dealing with the problem also shows that they are both difficult to imple
ment. But then social development has never bem easy. So there is no alter
native for Africa but to manage Its conflicts and to face the challenge.

Announeemeuts
THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FARM RADIO NETWORK (DCFRN), 

based ui Toronto and Guelph, Ontario, is a network of about 700 individuals and 
organizaUons in roughly 100 countries; all of whom are somehow involved in the 
dissenanaUon of agricultural and health-related infonnaUoa to rural people The 
Toronto and Guelph offices produce the informaUon in the form of manuscripts 
and cassettes, which are then sent out by mail to the 700 “participants" in the 
Network. The information produced is often gathered from the participants 
themselves and is always of a practical, very low-cost (if not no cost) nature. 
For further informaUon write: Helen A. Atkin, Project Manager, Developing 
Countries Farm Radio Network, c/o University of Gueinh. Guelph. Ontario NIG 
2Wl, Canada.

For Uie first Ume in its seven-year history Uie S3 000 NOMA award has been 
awarded for a volume of poetry. The 1980 NOMA AWARD FOR PUBLISHING 
IN AFRICA has been woo by the Angolan poet, Antonio Jacinto, for his coUec- 
Uon Sobreviver cm TarniM de Santiago (Survfvteg Santiago’s Tariafal), publish
ed by Uie Instituto Nacional do Livro e do disco (INALD), Luanda, Angola, in 
1985. Jacinto served eight years in Tarrafal prfeoo, Uie Porti«uese equivalent 
of South Africa’s Robben Island, for his part in the struggle for the liberaUon 
of his country. Established in 1979, ’Ihe Noma Award is open to African writers 
and scholars whose work is published in Africa, and is administered by Uie 
quaijterly journal The African Book Publishing Record, published in Oxford,
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Correspondent’s Report

DrmigMt mmd Hmagcr in Africa:
Ocnylag Faailwtc a Future

THE ARMS TRADE
Volume 40/1Summer 1986

What motivates U.S. and Soviet arms sales to the Third World? 
What effects are the newly emerging Third Wdrid arms pro- 

itiortal suppliers? What constraints do 
i^jnnlicattaM arms transfers for debt, 
^Mi^Hl/Vorld are examined by

Maria E. Krenz

Why are people starving in Africa? Is the drought the cause of the 
famine? Or are national political structures also to blame? Similarly, what 
role does the international system play in making African societies rr.c:. 
vulnerable to drought? While no simple answers emerged to these questions, 
at least they were thoughtfully scrutinized in a somewhat unusual setting 
in August, 1985, when the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research 
(UCAR) and the Environmental and Societal Impacts Group of the National 
Centa- for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) sponsored a three-day colloquium 
on “Drought and Hunger in Africa: Denying Famine a Future.”

The coUoquium gathered experts on Africa from a wide range of 
disciplines. It included meteorologists, geographers, political scientists, an
thropologists, sociologtets, and economists, who were invited to go beyond 
what they have been doing to evaluate existing solutions and to search, 
perhaps, for new answers; to brainstorm about drought and hunger In Africa. 
“We have consciously tried to have several viewpoints represented In hopes 
that discussions across the boundaries of disciplines and experience will bear 
fruit," said Michael Glantz, Head of the NCAR’s Environmental and Societal 
Inpacts Group, who organized the colloquium. And judging from participants’ 
comments, the sharing of insists aaoss dIsepUnes was indeed fruitful.

Eugene Rasmusson (Clinv'z Analysis Center, NOAA) explained the 
meteorological aspects of Afr:.'an drought in a regional context, showing 
how large parts of the continent are affected by the large, global-scale pat
tern of climate variability In the tropics. Rainfall patterns in southeastern 
Africa seem be quite strongly related to sea surface temperature (SST) 
variations in the eq;->*orial Pacific Ocean, which could possibly be of predic
tive value for southeast ^frican rainfaU. Rainfall patterns in West Africa, 
on the other hand, show some relationship to SST variations over the Atlan
tic Ocean, albeit too weak to be of predictive value. West African ralnfaU 
Indices show a downward trend in rainfall from the wet period of the 1950s
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to the present. Each wet episode since Ihe’50s was less wet ttian the previous
one. and each dry episode tended to be equal to or drier than the previous 

Whether this indicates an actual change in climate or is within the 
parameters of natural climate variability is currently being debated among 
cBmatolo^ts. WorWneh Degefu, director of Ethiopia’s Meteorological Ser
vice Agency, corroborated Rasmussen’s data, showbtg that of the 12 drou^t 
periods that Ethiopia had in 150 years, six occurred in the last 35 years.

Michael Glantz (NCAR) pointed out that while a great deal has been 
written about drought in Africa, somehow it does not get incorporated into 
the economic development literature. As soon as a drought episode is over, 
other crises command the attention of African policymakers. Yet drou^t 
affects not only that year's crop yields, but also has an effect on such long
term factors as land quaHty, acreage planted, labor supply, migration, ur- 
bardzation, and others. Drought, or climate variability in general, is certain
ly not the only factor affecting economic development but any economic 
development planning for Africa that does not take it into account is bound 
to be unrealistic.

Meuia E. Krenz

Others included the fluctuations in price and availability of resources in the 
international market place that makes it difficult for African development 
planners to count on basic food staples being available cheaply and reliably. 
The enormous foreign debt of most African countries was seen as perhaps 
the major external contributor to the development crisis. Morse pointed out 
that according to estimates made by his office, the total unmet needs in
Africa for 1985 are on the order of $1.6 billion. Yet, the sum that the African
countries are paying in debt servicing this year is substantially greater.

Randall Baker (Indiana University) called for a systemic change in Africa’s
economic relations to the rest of the world and for the creation of an exter
nal environment in which internal policy changes can succeed. He pointed 
out that 15% of the African population falls below the conventional descrip
tions of poverty and are not reached by the International Monetary Fund 
programs or even the World Bank’s poverty-oriented programs. He criticized 
the IMF and the World Bank for not taking a long enou^ perspective, for 
being constrained by having to gain a good economic rate of return on their 
investment and for concentrating on getting the balance of payments back 
on course. “We should consider the possibility of a moratorium, to give Africa 
a period of I would say no less than ten years, in which to have an environ
ment conducive to the sort of internal policy changes that we are talking 
about here," concluded Baker, calling for a realistic forum where the exter
nal and internal policymakers can come together and have a clear discus
sion on the relationship between external and internal policy.

The dscussion of internal factors that generate famine and contribute 
to the African development crisis showed the extreme complexity of these 
factors. High and increasing population growth rate along with insufficient 
Development of human resources is, of course, a major problem. Another 
one is the essential fragility of the poktical systems which motivates leaders 
to pursue policies such as keeping agricultural prices artificially low to satisfy 
urban populatiors Low agricultural prices, along with the overvaluation of 
exchange rates, act as a powerful disincentive for domestic food produc
tion. Yet, food availability is only part of the problem; in fact, there need 
not be a decline in absolute food availability for famine to occur. Serious 
transportation and distribution problems led to disastrous consequences. 
For example, John Harris (Boston University), noted that while southwest 
and west Tanzania produce surplus maize, it mi^t actually be cheaper to 
Import maize for the rest of the country due to the lack of transportation 
infrastnicture. As another example, Sudan’s railroad capacity has dropped 
from 3 million mt/yr to less than 1 million in the last twenty years. Entitle
ment problems have also exacerbated the famine. Changes in entitlements, 
4tli Quarter. 1985

one.

Bradford Morse, director of the UN Devdopment Program and the UN 
Office of Emergency Operations in Africa, ddlvered the keynote speech, in 
which he defined the present crisis in Africa as one of development. There 
was a general agreement among partidpants that this crisis of development 
has both external and internal causes and that sometimes the two are dif
ficult to separate.

Fotciai development schemes have been generally imsuccessful. Michael 
Horowitz (Institute for Devdopment Anthropol-Jffi;) pointed out that since 
1973, around $600 mUHon has been spent or. Hvestock projects that have 
failed to achieve thdr objectives of increasing prod jetivity, income, and the 
quafity of life of pastoral herders. Nor did th^ produce a reasonable rate 
of return from the Investment. Moreover, they resulted in the compaction
of livestock into a constrained area, accelerating land degradation rather than 
retarding it. Large irrigation projects in northern Nigeria were dted by Michad
Watts (University of California at Berkeley) as another example of tremen
dously expensive foreign devdopment projects that have not only failed to 
deliver what was promised, but wrou^t tremendous social change and 
disruption of the cultural and moral basis of the communities where they 
operated. There was general a^eement on the obvious but mostly ignored 
requirement that projeds and pto^ams which are aimed at having beneficial 
impads must be predicated on better understanding of the sociopolitical, 
economic, and cultural realities of the targeted areas.

Hi^ interest rates, overvaluation of the exchange rates, and neoprotec- 
tlonlsm in industrial countries were some of the extern J fadors discussed.
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Maria E. Krenz

drought-coping mechanisms were discussed. James McCann (Boston Univer
sity) found that locaJ-level responses to the effects of drou^t In Ethiopia 
are not at all chaotic, but are ordered responses, conditioned by preexisting 
social Institutions, the most Important of which U the borrowing and ex
changing of oxen, which U one of the scarcest factors of production. In the 
worst drought-afflicted areas It has been found that over 75% of households 
had either one ox or none. One-ox households cooperate with one another 
by sharing the use of the oxen. Households without oxen have to rent one
ox in exchange for a considerable amount of grain, and then find a neighbor
with one ox to share. The distrlbutlori of oxen implies that the effects of 
draught are not evenly distributed. Households that own oxen Invariably
are able to plant more crops than those who must botrxjw the draft animals.
Those who borrow the oxen have less time and also less optimal time to 
_ - them, resulting in their planting grains that need less plowing but also 
have less value. Thus oxen are an essential form of capital in this system.

A strategy for diminishing the long-term effects of drou^t in causing 
famine is opening new areas for cultivation. Della McMillan (University of 
Florida) reported on such an effort In Burkina Faso. As a result of an inter
national pn^ to control mi^or epidemic diseases, such as onchocerciasis 
(river-blindness), along river basins in order to open these areas for cultiva
tion, the government of Burkina Faso, In 1974, launched a capital-intensive 
program of planned resettlement Into the Volta Valley from the densely 
populated Mossi Plateau. The project was supervised by field agents and 
a survey was conducted of the results. The analysis of 313 households 
showed that the project had faded in Its major obj^ve, which was to in
troduce an Intensive technological package. The project was more successful
in Increasing yields and Income of settler households. The project costs,
however, were throe times hy>er than oti^nally projected. Accurate appraisal
of the success of these type of projects is difficult. The project might have 
been more effective than recognized, since the survey analysis did not in
clude land cultivation that extended onto non-project lands or the branching 
out into livestock raising.

The Impact of voluntary, self-managed, farmer organizations on pro
duction and consumption in Zimbabwe was examined by Michael Bratton 
(Michigan State University). In 1983,44% of the smaU farmers in Zimbabwe 
said that they belonged to some form of voluntary agricultural cxganization 
for pooling Information, pooling labor, buying farm inputs in bulk and sell
ing in bulk. In the 1981-82 season, gxxip farmers produced more maize 
than Individual farmers. Bratton found that this held consistent regardless 
of measurement techniques used. Farmer organizations at the level of
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in people’s accer- ' j rood, are oxurring because of growing commoditiza
tion, according to Watt^. The growing market system is eroding the redprod- 
ty and solidarity at the local levd that used to have a very imj^ant rote 
during food shortages. The theme of food entitlements, distribution and 
transportation as major hurdles to denying famine a future came up 
throughout the colloquium.

A predominance of monopolistic parastatals in the agricultural sector 
has become another major internal problem according to Michael Lofehie 
(University of California at Los Angeles). These parastatals are generally 
inefficient, mismanaged, have high operating margins, and do not pay pro
ducers on time. Yet drastic solutions could have calamitous consequences, 
warned Lofehie, calling for a gradualist solution of changing the rote of 
parastatals from monopolistic buyers and sellers of various staple food crops 
to buyers and sellers of last resort, and of allowing exchange rates and pro
ducer prices to become slowly more realistic, perhaps using food aid to 
cushion the impact of rising prices.

Robert Cummings (Howard University) discussed the Lagos Plan of Ac
tion for the Economic Development of Africa, which is the first comprehen
sive continent-wide effort to formulate and articulate long-term development 
objectives for Africa. The Plan has identified food self-sufficiency as priority 
one. It calls lor utilizing Africa’s resources primarily for its own development, 
to expand its Industrial base white orienting it pri: narily for home consump
tion, to rely primarily on their own technical skills, and to try to develop 
an industrial base and a consumption pattern more suitable to African 
priorities. The Lagos Plan seeks to encourage the formation of effective 
subregional groupings of African states, to cooperate in training, trade, and 
all the other kinds of policy matters crucial to economic development, with 
a possible ultimate goal of establishing an Economic Community of Africa. 
Cummings acknowledged several shortcomings of the Lagos Plan but was 
optimistic that it mi^t enable Africans to initiate the kind of strategy that 
would help them answer the questions that they have posed for themselves: 
what kind of development does Africa need and what kind of future do they 
wish to mold for the African continent? On a less optimistic note, Timothy 
Shaw (Dalhousle University) commented that official strategies of sclf- 
reBance, Including the Lagos Plan, tend to be very state-centric and ignore 
the real levels of self-reliance, that of farmers and producers, and that which 
Is manifested In the “paralteT economies (i.e., trade outside of state control 
or accounting procedures).

use

Africa, of course, is not climatically homogeneous. Yet the Impact of 
drought has been felt throughout the continent. Several case studies of
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(astrtbuHon seemed to have had a ffcater impact on agricultural performance
than at the level of production. Farmers in associations enjoyed hi#ier levels 
of access than individuals to agricultural services, loans, and the marketing 
organization. Bratton also found that in the 1981-83 multi year drought, 
the advantages of farmer assodatians were fdt most significantly in the early 
years of drought. Farmer groups appeared to be buffered from food deficits
for approximately orre season longer than individual farmers. As the drou^t 
deepened, this advantage began to fall away and the role of the state became 
irxxe prominent.

An example of a government successfully anticipating a grain shortfall, 
uxl thereby averting famine, was discussed by David Lewis (Cornell Univer
sity). When the March to May rains failed in Kenya In 1984, President Moi 
declared that the necessary resources would be committed and there would 
be no famine. Even though Kenya lost nearly half of its principal food aop, 
it managed to come throu^ the period of drou^t without famine. 
According to Lewis, the effort was successful because of the strong ^itical 
commitment and the use of existing government mechanisms. They made 
sure that sufficient supplies of ^ain continued to flow through normal chan
nels and at nonnal prices. Both donors and the Kenyan people were kept 
informed. The government made good use of information management 
systems, such as micraprocessors, to track the food sitiration, the timing 
of the yain Inqxxts, and the physical movement of grain from port to
warehouses to consumers. In addition, there was also an outpouring of ex
tra effort and cooperation by longshoremen, railroad-workers, truckers, and 
others. Whether such an effort could have been sustained in a multi-year
drought, both In terms of government resources and of general cooperation, 
has yet to be tested. Another unanswered question is whether other African 
nations, h which droii^t Is more ftequent, have the resources and Infrastruc
ture that Kenya was able to mobilize.

The question of whether successes ate transferable was further explored 
by looking at the case of increased agricultural output in Malawi and the 
successful management. In terms of averting famine, of a three-year drought 
in the bxlian state of Maharashtra. J. Gus Liebenow (Indiana University) 
interpreted Malawi’s achievement of food self-sufficiency as a result of a 
pragmatic, non-ldeolo^cal strategy for development. Michelle McAlpin (Tufts 
University) explained Maharashtra’s success as due to early governmental 
intervention, the presence of weU informed local administrators who were 
in charge of coordinating the larger government and donor aid effort, relief 
programs In the form of income-generating employment, and the rebuilding
of wtxking capital for agicuhural arxi pastoral populations once the drought
has erxied. She felt that these guideUrres would serve Africa well if their im
plementation woe based on local conditions.

Maria £. Krem

In addition to the role of African and donor governments, 
governmental or private voluntary organizations (PVOs) also have a signifi
cant role In African development. Michael Scott (OXFAM) explained that, 
while PVOs provide only a small percentage of total foreign aid, they can 
provide it mote rapidly and fill In existing gaps between the world food pro
gram and bilateral governmental assistance programs. They also 
periment with new development strategies on a smaller scale, but with mote 
flexibility. Most ImportanUy, PVOs play a role in their own countries by In
forming the public and trxrbilizing resources for financial support, acting as 
lobbyists for government support, not just for famine relief funds but for
a sustained development effort. Scott saw a three-part role tor PVOs In help
ing to deny famine a future: to make a case for humanitarian aid regardless 
of political considerations, so that relief assistance or development aid is 
based on needs and not on the basis of some political agenda or foreigi 
policy; to provide relief and development assistance In ways that will 
systematize long-term food security; and to defend the digilty and the cultural 
integrity of the African people.

■Where do we go from here?” was the question posed at the end of 
the colloquium. A great deal of specific information was shared and gained 
by the participants in support of the general picture that emerged: In order 
to avert future famines In Africa, climatic farriors must be integrated into 
development planning; there has to be widespread policy reform In Africa; 
and African leaders have to be afforded the opportunity to find a develop
ment path peculiar and unique to the social and cultural framework of their
countries, a jjath that will frilly realize Africa’s human capacity. But this op
portunity can come only with a radical, systemic change in the international 
environment, in the relationship of the developed wortd to Africa. In Brad
ford Morse’s words. There will be hope only when the affluent world 
understands that it is in their own sdflsh interest to help Africa and other 
parts of the developing wodd In their quest for economic and social process.”

non
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Solviag the AgrIeuUural Food Crisis

Thomas R. De Gregori

E.R, Terry, K.A. Oduro, and F. Caveness, editors, TROPICAL ROOT CROPS- 
Research Strategies for the 1980s. Proceedings of the First Triennial Root Crops 
Symposium of the International Society for Tropical Root Oops — Africa Branch, 
8-12 September 1960, Ibadan, Nigeria. (Ottawa, Canada, International Develop
ment Research Centre, and New York, UNIPUB, 1981) 279 pp., $20 (hardcover) 
$15 (softcover).

Heather G)lleto 

peiforming Ihe for ,^can&in] James R. Simpson and Phylo Evangelou, editors, LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT 
IN SUBSAHARAN AFRICA: Constraints, Prospects, Policy. (Boulder Colorado- 
Westview Press, 1964) 407 pp., $18.95 paperback.

Sue Schofield, DEVELOPMENT AND THE PROBLEMS OF VILLAGE NUTRI
TION. (Montclair, New Jersey: Allanheld Osman & Co. in association with The 
Institute of Development Studies, Sussex, 1979) 174 pp., $22.95.

ENVmONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA. A study prepared by the 
Environmental Development Action (ENDA) for the United Nations Environ
ment Programme, UNEP Studies Volume 2. (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1981) 
76 pp., paperback.

J. Roger Pitblade, THE NORTH MKATA PLAIN, TANZANIA: A Study of Land 
CapabiUty and Land Tenure. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press for Depart
ment of Geography, University of Toronto, 1961) 178 pp., $8.50 paperback.

David W. Norman, Emmy B. Simmons, and Henry M. Hays, FARMING 
SYSTEMS IN THE NIGERIAN SAVANA; Research and Strategief for Develop- 
menL (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1982) 275 pp., $22 paperback.

Barbara Dinham and Colin Hines, AGRIBUSINESS IN AFRICA: A Study of the 
•—act of Big Business on Africa's Food and Agricultural Production. (Tren- 

New Jersey: Africa World Press, 1984) 224 pp., $29.95 hardcover, $9.95 
.-back.
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Heather is i>nc ot the star pcrtormer* lor 
Eritrea. A small laminc-ridden land in 
the Horn of Africa.

And she deserves a siandinj: ovation, 
because vYiihout her help. 5 Eritrean chil
dren might have died of starvation.

You nx> can play a supporting role in 
ending hunger. By helping the Eritrean 
Relief Committee deliver ftxid. medicine, 
seeds and iixds to the children, women 
and men of Eritrea.

St» please call us immediately.
Because help for Eritrean children 

doesn't come I rom nxk stars or Holly- 
wtxHl celebrities. It comes from super- 
stars like you. I•W0•225-S669

Er^reA
Help us feed the children 
the world has forgotten.
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The food crisis in Africa is much in the news as this review is being written 
and undoubtedly will continue to be when this is published. There is concern that 
interest wUl wane while famine stiU stalks the land and before the rains return. 
Even with normal rains and a subsequent crop, (he worst will be over, but the 
underlying problem will remain. Drought is a convenient explanation Us

Tbonui R. De Gregori n Professor of Economics at the Uolverilty of HouMon, HouAoo, Iteas TWOi 
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Thomas R. De Gregorieveryone, because nobody is responsible for the failures that follow. Yet we have 
seen elsewhere, such as in Asia, that modem agronomy has a variety of weapons 
in its arsenal, that is, drought-resistant seeds, water-conserving methods of 
cultivation, and so on, that limit the deletarious impact of a shortfall in rain. C^- 
ly, when the rains faU completely, nothing (except irrigaUon) can be doTO. StiU, 
Unee stories on one page of the New York Times (December 2,1984) tells it all. 
One was a picture <rf the tragedy of Ethiopia, another was a story of the conUnu-
ing increase in per capita world food production, and the third was on the record
crop produced by Zimbabwean peasants using drought-resisUnt seeds.

The fundamental question is to look beyond famine relief to the longer term 
reformaUon of African agriculture which throughout the continent, apart from 
the lack of rainfall, has been experiendog declining per capita poduction and 
increasii« food import dependmce. Eadi commentator h^ his or her explana
tion of the cause. To some, it is climatic change, whether this change is the result 
of loi«4erm trench of populatioo growth and/or the consequent mismanagement
of the land. To others it is poliUcal instahiUty that has created half of the world’s 
homeless iefi«ees. To still others, where some modicum of stability or continuity 
has been achieved, agricultural policies have been wrong. The wrongness of the 
policies vary across the spectrum by critics, from wrong pricing policies to 
favoritism for the hetter-off farmers. Host of aU, poUcy criUcs seem to agree 
that government actioos have tended to favor the urban population over tte rural 
and that the net impact of policies has been for agricultural disincentives.

One need not be wed to one cause or explanation. One cause is nice, since
if right, it would mean one sdutioo, the return of the rains or getting pricer right. 
Even if one accepts a complex array of causes, differently weighted m each m- 
dividual case, there stiU is another ingredient that needs to he considered. With 
abundant rain and “right” poUcies, it is stUl questionable as to whether African 
agriculture is capable of accommodating the growth in population with increas 
ing per capita output. Further, it is not due to lack of arable land. Africa’s 
underdevelopment applies to its agricultural potential.

The Green Reviriution that has been so instrumental in tra 
agriculture has been a grain revolution, that is, wheat, rice, and mai». Ihese
graim ate called high^yiekling varieties (HYV), though some. jggest they should
be called high-responsive varieties. ’These dwarfing varieties were not only bred 
for hieiw yields but also for the ability to increase yields further with fertiliza- 
Qon and irrigatioo. Less than 10% of African agriculture uses these grains or 
has access to irrigatioo water. Further, all the problems noted above contribute 
to the low fertilizer utilizatioo in Africa.

Africa desperately needs its own Green Revolution in the crops suited to its 
neetb and environmental circumstances. Africa needs the research capability
of modern science and agronomy fooiBed on its agricultural conditioo. If one looks 
at the emergence of tropical crops research institutes in Afifca since independenci 
and throughout the third world, one cannot help but be impressed. There is eve 1
a conultative group of internatiooal agricultural research insL’tutions. ’The work 
being done is outstanding and vital. However, compare this effort with the vast
ly greater research endeavor in the agriculturally developed countries, and the 
contrast is stark, and the research in African agriculture is pitifully sn. U. In 
fact, in virtually all research endeavors involving Africa, be it health, eJuca- 
Uon or agriculture, the strides and I -ceutage growths have been enormous, but 
having started from near zero, there is stfll a long way to go.

The books under review reflect some of the efforts and results of research 
applied to African problems. Most of these will have an extremely limited au
dience. We hope that most find their way into university libraries. For it is the 
accumulation and compilation of such research results that will in time provide 
the baseline data necessary for advances in African agriculture. Tropical Root 
Crops is a truly fine coIlecUon of research papers that reflect both the state of 
our current knowledge and the necessary research agenda if we are to lay the 
foundation for increased production.

’The papers deal with three major root crops: cassava, yams, and cocoyams. 
There is a strong emphasis on disease control and breeding disease-resistant 
varieties. There is also work done on hybridization and improving yields. Tbere 
are a variety of other topics touched upon, from economics to food preservation. 
The papers are practical and can be applied by qualified workers in the field. 
Useful toough the work may be, there are no miracles or spectacular gains to 
report. Thus, not only is there a need to set a research agenda, but there is also 
a definite need for greater international, regional, and national support for an 
expanded research effort.

Livestock Development in Subsaharan Africa is yet another book whose 
primary readership will be a limited, professional audience. That is unfortunate, 
because in many ways the organizaUon and structure of the book should be a 
prototype of bow this kind of problem should be attacked. It is not, like Tropical 
Root Craps, a series of papers resulting from organized research projects. Rather, 
it is the bringing together by scholars and professionals what is already known 
about specific livestock prohlems in Africa. The editors describe the approach 
of the book as assessing "in a systems context the environmental, biological, and 
social constraints on future African livestock development” and in so doing, they 
“consider prospects for improving productivity.” niere are twenty-one chapters 
with topics that vary widely but are linked together to give us a comprehensive 
understanding of the issues involved in livestock production. Topics range from 
ecology, livestock nutrition, marketing, government policies, donor assistance, 
and land use, to socio-economic variables, cultural history, and veterinary an
thropology. ’The systems afgiroach is an excellent way to organize our knowledge, 
and it allows us more clearly to define the research problems that demand high 
priority and attention. It also helps to define those areas where we need to apply 
the knowledge that we already have. This book is highly recommended even to 
those who would never have thought that they would want to read a book on 
livestock.

In most parts of the worlo, when we think of raising agricultural output, it 
is to increase farm income. In too many parts of Africa, our concerns are more 
fundamental, that of improving the nutrition of the farmers, their families, and 
their neighbors. Sue Schofield’s fine study. Development and the Problems of
VUIageNutr............
malnutrition, i.e., famine, and looks at the problems as they exist in villages 
throughout the globe. Her data is drawn from village studies in Africa, Latin 
America, and Asia. What she has done is develop a framework for the identifica
tion and analysis of village nutrition problems. From this she derives recom
mendations on the implementation of village-focused nutrition problems. Since
4th Quaitei, 1985
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villages and their nutrition problems vary, part of the implementation recom
mendations are in terms of types of issues to address, questions to ask and pit
falls to avoid. With limited resources she seeks to have us avoid “blanket” pro
grams or trickle down effects of economic growth and isntead target the nutri-
Uon problem with “specific” programs. For, she argues, inadequate nutrition 
retanb economic growth, aa well as stunts people. Specifically focused nutri- 
Uon programs can alleviate human suffering more quickly and effecUvely. This 
small book is also highly r

Thomas R. De Gregoii
pick a few nits, I would be hard put to identify relevant topics that were not 
covered and done well. The authors are exemplary of the process they advocate, 
and their book cannot be recommended too highly.

Agribusiness in Africa is a work of many strengths and weaknesses. Its 
greatest strength is on iu carefully assembled and organised data on the major 
a^business firms operaUng in Africa. Even those who differ radically with 
Oinham and Hines’ analysis will find these compendiums of information 
fascinating and informative. That many largeecale agricultural schemes have 
failed in Africa is well known. Many colonial schemes and those of independoi.t 
Africa did likewise, and agribusiness schemes have not generally been a brge 
success, The authors raise some important quesUons that have been asked for 
Africa and for the rest of the Third World. Does favoring of export agriculture, 
be it small farmer, government, or agribusiness, crowd out food production to 
the detriment of the poorer population? Worldwide, as we have noted, per capita 
food production is rising, so that an aggregate deleterious impact wouid be dif
ficult to defend through specific policies and cases. In Africa, however, with its 
falling per capita food production, any shift from food to production of coffee, 
sugar, or flour for export would likely hurt the poor. Of course, the case has to 
be made that one crowded out the other. On these issues. Agribusiness in Africa 
is one of the best documented and argued presentations I have seen.

1.
t In Africa is one of a Stales of small studies 

1 Programme. Like the
tend Dev

on Africa publidied by the UMted Nations E
ptevioiB studies, it looks at constraints and challenges. The constraints are the 
physical UmitaUnn of the environment and the challenges are the current failures
in meeting the i. alth, food, and other basic needs of Africa. There is also the 
challenge of misuse of the environment that makes future problem
solving mos« difficult. They look at various “scenarios” for development, from 
dependent growth to greater economic autonomy. Their clear favorite is “en
vironmental development,” about which this reviewer does not want to seem to 
be cynical in calliiM it a catalog of good intentions. There is more than a whiff 
of small-isdieautiful, and one would like to know in more operational detail how
such policies might be made to work.

On a macro level, we have refbrred to the detailed studies on African 
agricultural pnblems. The Ncefh Mkata Plala. Tansania is a regionaUy-focused 
study. PitWade’s approach is haaicaUy that of a cultural geographer. The in
tegrated look at soils, water, crops, land use, and land tenure has many 
similarities to the syst^ approach described above. Africa is in need of both
macro level agricultural research that provides new crops and capabiUties for
agricultural advance, but also in need of One, carefully done regional studies 
that provide a solid empirical base, allowing for improvenumts with current 
capabilities and for the application of advancements when and if they occur. In 
a word, we need many mue studlea, such as PltMade’s, of the environment of 
all parts of Africa.

Farmiag Systemii in the Mgeriaa Savanna is another regionatly-focused 
agricultural study, (t .also very much more. The opening chapters explore the 
concept of Farmiiv by •isms Research as a method for integrated holistic analysis 
of agricultural problems. The presentation is lucid and useful as authors argue
that the old style agricultural specialist is inadequate to the tasks of African 
agricultural development. Agrlcultuial people still need their technical exper
tise, but they also need some knowledge of all other aspects of agriculture, so 
that they can participate effectivriy in Integrated team research and develop
ment. They describe the systems approach as being “dynamic” and “iterative.” 

The authors of Farming Systems la the Nlgerlaa Savaana practice m their
research and writing what they preach. Their empirical studies are holistic, com-
prtdiensive, and multidisciplinary. Soils, temperatuie, water, growing seasons,
agricultural practices. Unship, culture, marketing, credit, and local politics are
brought together. They look at poesibUities for im|»oved technologies and ways 
of aeld-testii« their validity. Then they close with some general observations 
on the potential for the Farming Systems Research appmach for Nigeria. This 
book is sufficiently good that, were I to review it at greater length and seek to

Having given the authors the credit that is due, one stiU finds important ques
tions that are not only unanswered, they are also in substance not asked. Do coun
tries need foreign exchange to buy vital imports? If so, what else do they have 
to export? More important, if we want to refer to Africa’s agricultural failure, 
we can add those attempts at self-reliant autonomous development. If three 
decadec or more of de t li-ve shown anything, it is that peopl-s who open 
out to the rest of the world obtain the most rapid economic advancement and 
fastest reduction of poverty. Autarkic village derelopment always seemed to this 
reviewer as a self-imposed form of apartheid. This assertion may seem strong,
but many well-intentioned advocates of vill _ : ^________
described village educational and technological needs in language remarkably 
similar to the syrupy utterances of the early apostles <rf apartheid.

If the thesis of this review is correct, that Africa needs more of the very best 
in scientific research and technology focused on their unique agricultural pro
blems, then calls for village development may be only one small part of what 
is necessary for agricultural transformation in Africa. For we can have radical 
or conservative critiques and charges of failures leveled at various schemes and 
poUcies, but we are still left with the fundamental need to find a way to make 
availabie to the villager better crops and agricultural and livestock practices, 
fertilizers and disease control for plants and animals, and a whole host of other 
goods and services that the economist calls agriculture inputs. Further, we need 
institutional structures to provide credit and extension assistance equitably. 
Dependency wiU not work, and neither will the isolation of village autonomy. Un
fortunately, writing on Africa, it is easier to criticize someone else’s approach 
than to ^vi« a successful one. In defining the agricultural research agenda for 
Africa, it is important to add research in new effective means of mairing the fruits 
of research accessible to those most in need of them.

devel nt have
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The book is ostensibly organized around wbat Coulson calls a “convenient" 
periodiution of five main epochs, borrowed from J. Forbes Hiinro.' In ouUine, 
this consists of the pre-capitalist period (pte-19N); mercantile capitalism 
(ISOO-ISM); early industrial capitalism (ItOO-UTO); maturing industrial 
capitalism (IgTO-lMS); and a “gradually mote integrated” world economy from 
1945 onwards. In practice, of course, Coulson's cbap^ on the precoknial period 
constitute only a brief introductory section of some twenty-odd pages, before we 
^ve at the colonial conquest, in tbe period of “maturir« indiBtrial capitalism.” 
The book then maintains a stisdgbtforward chronological schema, progressing 
from sections on tbe colonial system through the nattonallst take-over and the 
fruits of indqiendence to the final and Roomily titled chapter, “Harsh Realities.” 
Eachr these general parts is divided into several short chapters and appen
dices, tbe latter consistiiig of thematic treatments of such topics as the TAZARA 
Railway or the Rovtmu Develoi _
be familiar to readers of Coubon’s earlier articles on the Tanzanian economy 
and on agriculture and industry.

What, then, of Coulson's proUematization of all this information? In a key 
chapter on the Tanzanian state he writes that be has “avoided describig tbe coun
try as socialist or noo-sodalist, or using the terms ‘class’ or ‘the state' in any 
rigorous way” (p. 317). He follows this admission with a discussion of the class 
structure of contemporary Tanzania, in an attempt “to identify classes which 
do not control tbe state (emphasis in the original)” (p. 318). In this way he 
eliminates a capitalist bourgeoisie, (be workers and peasants (including kulaks), 
and tbe petty bourgeoisie in the classic sense of the small traders, clerks and 
teachers. The petty bourgeoisie in tbe sense of tbe dvil servants and party func
tionaries present, according to Ckxilsoo, a different kind of problem: that is, of 
its location in the process of production, its retationship to the means of produc
tion, and its means of reprodudiig itself. Coulson is clearly unhappy with Shiv- 

'amous formulation of a “bureaucratic bourgeoisie,”’ and does not, in the 
end, take a defined position on this question. Yet we do not necessarily have to 
accept tbe idea of the bureaucratic ruling stratum as a fully Hedged class to be 
able to use it as an analytical category. Tlw process of the coos(didation of power 
by such a stratum has been described in a powerful passage by Paul Sweezy, 
which is directly relevant to this problem. Sweezy identifies general political 
dmnobilization, increasiag adl

StakUsba Tmmxaaimn Devel^Cimas

CoUaDareh

Andrew Coulson, TANZANU: A Pall' si Economy. (New York: (Jzford Univer
sity Press; Oxford, England: Clarendon Press, 1982),394pp.; paperback 36.96.

Coulson’s bock is a major contribution to tbe already extensive literature 
on Tanzania, and should be welcomed as such. It is an important work of syn
thesis, and mat
of tbe poUUcal economy of modem Tanzania, which will serve as a counter
balance to such accounts as Pratt's.'As a possible text-book for use in universi
ty (daaaes Its many virtues indude an extensive 21-page bibliography, SC statistical 
tables by my count, and five maps. The work is clearly written and is organized 
on an esrentlslly chronological schema in twenty-six shortish chapters with five 
stitiduptats fiiiishmliiigly caUsd “appendices”) inserted at appropriate paints.

Andrew Coulson writas of Us work that “for those who know little about the 
country, it will serve as an Introduction, comUning a historical outline, statistical 
infdtination, and advice on where to read more” (p. 5). For such readers, cer
tainly, the book can be counted a success, for it is informative, clearly written, 
and wdl documented, 'sith several maps and with the extensive MUiagraphy 
supplemented by a critical chapter on “Further Reading,” org 
themes dealt with in the precediiig chapters. Thanks to a full index, the book 
can be used as a bandy single-votume referenre source on modem Tanzania.

Tanzania is among the most iidensively studied countries in Africa, both by 
foreign scholars and by Tanzanians themselves, 
whether U frilly pubUahed frnnat, or as mimeogn 
stituteabodyoflil 
its quality. For “T 
a subject area as yet under

in a single volume a coherently argued radical view

t Association. Much of this material wiU

1 around the

Tbe results of this activity, 
aphedreportsor’>apets,can- 

qwessive in its quantity, if not, perhaps, always in 
tudies” are African studies writ small: in gen^, 

1, unsophisticated, inunature. The 
If in the way, for example, that African academic 

structures copy tbe institutional framework of metropoUtan universities and col
leges; tbe lack of sophistication in the shortage of creative inter-disciplinary aixl 
interntfonal contact; and the immaturity in tbe way in which debates artmnd 
Mstorical and social sctenee questions often collapse into counter-assertion and

ji’sfi

1
■b

e to a centralized power structure, and 
greater reliance on market relations to solve economic problems as three of the 
main characteristics of this phase, but points out that “[tlbe logical end of this 
process.. .has nowhere yet been reached (and of course may never be 
reached) ...”• It seems to me that this intennediate posibcn, focusing on the pro
cess, provides a much more useful starting point for concrete analysis thau a 
debate around the actual position of such a bourgeoisie.

Coulson admits, in the middle of bis dl

ad
In this context, the pubUcation of major works of synthesis is warmly to be 

wdcomed as a sign of growing confidence — and competence — in the social 
sciences in African countries. For Tanganyika we have John Diffe’s impressive 
history of the mainland up to independence,’and now Andrew Coulson has publish
ed a comprehensive political economy, following a volume of readings on con
temporary politics.’

of this (juestioo, that “the 
concept of ’class’ used so far has been sociological (or descriptive) and largely 
static: it has related classes to tbe existing economic structure but not to the 
accumulation of capital” (p. 334). this seems to bnply that a new concept of class
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Willi V be Introduced, but when he then exafluuegUieaccimiulaUon process 
in Taniania. Coubon limply asserts tbat

“the Tamanian niling class ... was not a class of accumulators; 
it had little experience of industrial production and marketing; it 
bad no expeiieoce of laige^cale agriculture, and little faith in small- 
scale agriculture ...” (p. 326).

Africa Rights Moaitor 
African Refugees:

Patterns and Policyas authoritarian and the ruling classHecharacterixeatheTi
as "almost uniquely unsuited to bring about economic transformation” (p. 327). 
He argues that its unplanned allocation of resources, often to unproductive pro
jects, pceveoted Qw devdopment of a strong local industry and apiculture wtucb 
might have served to improve living standards generally. This is all true as far 
as it goes, but it seems to me tbat it remains an analysis firmly rooted in the 
same des^tive concept of class which Coulson has explicitly rejected in the 
brief autocritique quoted above.

Why did the ruling “bureaucratic bourgeoisie” accept and even support the 
Arusha Declaratioo, with the subsequent salary cuts, tax increases, and limita- 
tioos on the right to own shares or bouses, or to be involved in business activities? 
Coulson follows von Freyhold’ in arguing that it was “because they were per
suaded that it was in their broader class interest” <pp. 330) to do so.

The book is most convincing when dealing specUically with the effects of 
policy on the economy. Thus Coulson’s chapter on agricultural policy from 1961 
to 1967 (pp. 14S-167) is a veritable chronicle of disaster. The chapters and appen
dices on the Rovuma Development Association, the State Trading Corporation, 
and on Ujamaa and viDagization are succinct and useful. Coulson's brief and anec
dotal treatment of the political role of the Univeisity of Dar es Salaam (pp. 226-230) 
is disappointiag, however, and the ambiguity o' its position as an eUte institu
tion also acting as a center for leftist critiques of government policy is never 
really confronted. Unfortunately, social services in general (health, education, 
housing, cultural questions) are only treated in a cursory fashion in a general 
chapter on social class and social services. This is a pity, since an analysis of 
the ideological role of culture and education in the reproduction of the ruling 
Glasses is of the first importance.

Coulsoo draws on nine years experience in Tanzania, both in the civil ser
vice and in the univeisity, to enrich his account with specific examples. His basic 
line of argument is tbat the socaDed “transformation approach” and other similar 
policies which were fried, were an effort doomed from the start: this pessimism 
permeates the whole book. His knowledge of the secondary literature is im
pressive, and be deploys sUtistics to good effect. The book is under-theorized; 
it is a narrative account of the Tanzanian ecouo.'.iy, but as we have seen, it side
steps some of the central problems of socialist transformation. Despite these 
criticisms, all students of contemporary Tanzania are certainly indebted to 
(kxilson for this work, which must tind a idace on the shelves of anyone with more 
than a touristic intoest in East African affairs, or in practical questions of 
development policy.

1
Trends

The last three decades have seen a staggering increase in the number 
ofrefugees in Africa. This trend is hi^tlighted by the fact that the totaj number 
of African refugees, now estimated to be as high as five million,' is even 
greater than the population of many African nations, and Africa is the source 
of nearly half of the world’s refugee population.'

The problem of African refugees is a problem of human tights develop
ment. Refugees are reflective of the denial of basic freedoms: physical safe
ty of people; freedom from persecution; or economic security and eman
cipation. Invariably, as Ray notes, “Behind the flight of people is the spectre 
of injustice and strife, of racial persecution or civil war—all violations of 
human rights.’’ Refugees are symptomatic of a sorry state of affairs; so long 
as human rights violations persist, refugees are gumg to be more than mere
ly a transitional category in international demographic statistics.

A number of distinct patterns characterize the refugee flow in Africa. 
Rogge shows that:

• the burden of refugees has usually fallen on a handful of countries.
• West Africa's role in both creating and recelvfng refugees has been rdativeiy 

dormant.
Tanzania. Sudan and Uganda have been signtScant asylum countries).

• die concentration of refugees in relatively few countries has put enormous strain 
on existing infrastructures.

• the probierrrs associated with the refugee influx irwlude larrd scarcity, 
food shortages, and increased urremptoyment.

ng mafority of Africa’s refugees are rural to rural mi^ants/

\ to mo. ■ central, soufliem, and eastern Africa (Zaire,

• the O'
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Africa Rights MonitorThe map shows Ab princ^jal source and asylum countries In Africa who 
are in need of bitemational protection and/or assistance.’ Ethiopia 
(1,286,500) heads the list of source countries, followed by Angola (358,000). 
and Uganda (282,100). On the other hand, the chief asyium countries are 
the Sudan (1,094,000), followed by Somalia (550,000), Zaire (328,000) and 
Tanzania (179,000).’ Africans who have been Intemally displaced* as a 
result of dvil war, persecution or natural calamity are listed in Table 1.

Tabic 1. Internally DIapiaced

Angola 500,000 
150.000-500.000 

700,000.1.500,000+ + 
700.000.1.800,000 

3.500.000+ 
500,000

Chad
Ethiopia 
Mozambique 
South Ahica 
Uganda

* *hduda aiHiUfcfriiiMiv 600,000 nrn^ fet Ell
*aK^. •ookni: and Aslm kvcUy idocMd 
Noir am dtaptecad
and othar natinl dtoauan. Ahhou^ thay than irany AwactaritMct wtfi 
tional bordvt, thay an gviaraly not ali^ ior frnmadonal tahi^ aaiitti 
Iknofadioihacfapli 
iorkaava^ndtalaB 
tha a»aat an not confathantH*. no tot^ la piwklad.
Stuer U.S. ConvnMaa ica Rafugaat. WofU Raf  ̂Svnay: 190$ ki R 
ad. Waahfe)^. D.C.: ISK. p. 38.

1961.

of cM attdt. pMoaion. or ttaughi
afugaai wiho ttoat fcrfna- 
icallhau^. ofMi, dMrtbu-

thatamaorttmftafd lagancyhati
TlMfam.T^l

International Protection

In theory, African refugees have enjoyed adequate international protec
tion. In practice, however, protection is often Inadequate. According to 
Nanda:

Tie epffcable legal InsliuniBits Include (he 1951 Statute o( Ihe 0«ce of United 
Nations HI* Commlsslooer for Refugees (UNHCR Statute), the 1951 Conven- 
lion Relating to the Status of Refugees (the 1951 Convention), the 1967 Pro
tocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (the 1967 Protocol), the 1969 OAU 
Convention Goveniing the SpeJAc Aspects of the Refugee Ploblenis In Africa,
and the 1981 African CTiarter on Humm and Peoples’ Rl*ls.'

One of A basic rl^ts of refugees is encapsulated In the principle of 
non-refoulement. This principle holds that a refugee will not be expelled or 
returned in any manner whatsoever to a country where his/her life or freedom 
would be threatened on account of his/her race, religion, nationaUty, member
ship in a particular social group, o.- political opinion.’ There is also general 
a^eenrent in the international conmunity that a refugee can return to his/her 
country ocJy voluntarily, or If s/he no longer remains a refugee.’

The problem wiA the existing international legal frameworfr Is that it 
falls to address the scope of the refugee dilemma. Protection under interna
tional law often springs from a narrower conception of human rights.

Lvgt nimbv* of IS. Urdortiraldy. tfwM fl»ni Mnd to wtdnM* d« OMM of
7. Vid P. Nmk,'ll* Afrtean RefugM Dterm: A Oakngi for htonaoml Lw «id Ptiey * Afrtea Ted^r (SptoM
D«Mi Stott md Humtn Rl^ to Afrtct; DtokyM and Centtoutog Rttotodg. 32.1 * 2 (1965): M.

9. am

ftodMdfytf«*t T>»r«lfwnb«ihtcr
■t. Ih—fan. IMy to h( much vw .^xMd h«t.

6. ScKROf fat ttmt a»n> frwy dvtfcwid • 'n fa tm US. Comdltot far Rtfugnt, World 
Smoy: 196$ to Rnto«. Vfa^rto L Htordton. td. (Wtot*)^ D.C.: Anvfatn Counei for N«itanillilt> So
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Refugees become visible only If they meet the criteria laid out in mostly 
western-dominated norm 'r and practices. These criteria are usually blind to 
either the causes or the rioiation of refugees. For instance, most refugees 
In Aftlca are products of an economic breakdown wrou^t by dvil war, 
re^onal conflict or famine, not ideological oreference. And a substantial 
refugee population on the continent is t!ie result of the effects of unequal 
relations between Afctca and the West. It is the political economy of Africa 
and its place in the world system that largdy accounts for the continent’s 
faltering economy which has contributed toward the refugee dilemma. Yet, 
international lav. deals with the refugee problem primarily in terms of its 
manifestations, not underlying causes.

A6ka Rights Monitor
to their physical safety. A number of recent exartrples lUustrate this dlstuib- 
Ing dev^ment;

• In 1982 Djibouti fcnhbly repaMated a number of rafugaas back to Ethtopla.
• Tbiou^iout 1983 and 1984 Zambia htannl 

Anon"., ZImbabwa, and Malawi with force.
• Nigeria expaUad savpaial thousand Ghanlans In 1983 as waO as m 1985.
• In 1982 Uganda sanctioned mlktaiy attacks on Rwandan refugees who h 

bean resettled over 20 years h U^nda.
• Despka Tanzania’s ad 

In late 1983 Tanzanian and Kenyan ofBdals arrested and exchanged 
•rkssldents,'' Including a number of documented refugees.

• ki Februaiy 1984 Tanzania and Uganda ageed that 10,000 ethnic Rwandans 
expelled from Uganda In December 1983 would be repatriated even If force 
were necessary."

Although, this development Is somewhat mitigated by the existence of 
voluntary repatiiaticins, the Rowing xenophobic attitude among many African 
states makes invohintaiy, forced expulsions a irxire likely future trend. Mount
ing economic pressures and pohtical instability in countries with sizeable 
refugee populations are easily explicable threxigh scapegoating these “aUen" 
elements. Refugees can then become prey in a cynical political game.

US Policy

icp^riated refugees from

Ijfaiy treatment of refugees over two decades.

Traditionally, refugee protection in Africa has enjoyed a more spirited
fed to the 1951 Refugeeexistence. To date, 44 African states have 

Convention and its 1%7 Protocol. Thirtyhone African states have ratified 
the 1969 OAU Convention governing the treatment of refugees, although 
by January 1985, only 15 African crxintries had ratified the 1981 African 
Charter."’ Only ^t states out of 51 on the continent have so far not ac
ceded to the 1951 Convention or its 1967 Protocol and more than half of 
the African states have acceded to the OAU Convention.

In the face of the refugee influx, African nations have shown flexibility 
and extended hospitality to the homeless. This attitude is well reflected in 
the enlarged definition of a “refugee,” adopted at the 1%9 OAU Assembly 
of Heads of State and Government:

Every pznon who owing to external agression, ocoupodGn. forelTi domlnalion 
or events seriously dWuiblng public order In ellher part or the whole of his (her)
country of orl^ or nationality. Is compelled to leave his (her) place of habitual 
residence in ordm to seek re^ In another place outside his country of oryn 
or nadonakty."

US refugee pcBcy concerning the Third World, but particularly Africa, 
has been remarkably deficient, dictated more by ideological and political com
pulsions than consistent moral or legal standards. Refugees from Eastern 
bloc countries and those from “adversary” countries have been given much 
more favorable treatment by US authorities than those homeless from Third 
World nations.” Despite the passage of the 1980 Refugee Act, which 
established a non-ldeolo^cal ba^ for evakrating refugee status, actual policy 
has been grossly insensitive to parts of the Third World, including Africa. 
Helton notes:

Akhou* the LHtod States z»oed to aikrtt lo to 70,000 refugees h 1985-«boue 
and beyond the noimal lininiTaUcn celkng of 270,000—only 3,000 of these 
refugees could come kom Latki America, 5,000 fram the MIdde East, ackl 3,000 
kom Aklca. The remaining 59,000 were resaved for Individuals from the Soviet 
Union, Eastern Europe, and Indochina."

Additionally, the OAU Convention contains important provisions on 
asylum, non-refoulement, security, non-discrimination, voluntary lepatrla- 
don and travel documents. Sentiment has also been voiced that African states 
should refrain from entering into mutual agreements that perniit the forcible 
return of refugees to their home country.

Despite the acimowiedgement of refugee rights and legal provisions for 
their protection, tfie gap between rhetoric and reality has been widening, 
especially bi the 1980s. Refugees have not only faced expulsion, but threats

12 Sw Rogv WMi. -«• 
A pnsvttid Th« V 
19. 1964.

Etkn In AMn: Omit Tiwidt.* (UMMd SttMt CorniritlM ior Rdu^ but 
hattuM to VikM bi Pufak PDley CorfMia on US. ToiMd AMa.

13.ArtMC. Htoon.ThaRifugM Act’s UntoHMAmto.. PranlN.’In WosU Swvm. op. eH . pp. S6. For •
Md Rif  ̂Polky; Globat Md 010 Ouioh Ojo ««d Ain«ki Smay. Tto OAU. wid limn Ptosptos to Ito 1900s srid Bayond.* RUtoi

QMianriy. 8. 1 (Fabniarf 1966): 96.
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ad. (Ls>ib«an. Mass.: 1963).
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Peter Koehn sees three basic problems witfi US Immigration Law, which 
are also relevant to the African case:

• shorts^ited forelgi policy ob)ective5 are the principal considerations which 
govens the application of US Imml9aticn law.

• applicants for refugee status and political assfcmwHhsInalai backgrounds and 
experience are treated dWerentlaDy In terns of the standards of evidence needed 
to establish weD founded fear of political persecution.

• foreign Inuolvemeni te directly and Indirectly responsible lot the creation of 
refugees and other rniTants. and lor the new UniniTatlcn to the US. Newer 
Iheless. forei^ policy continues to be made and executed with ulrtually no 
regard lor Its nS^tlon and imml^llon ramifications.”

Table 2 shows that Africa as a whole does not rank high in terms of 
the number of refugee immigrants admitted to the US as Permanent 
Residents. Only South America ranks lower than Africa among the different 
continents. _________

Africa Rights Monitor

State Depactment/INS^rriSllction and 
the estsbtshmeni aim Independent bnml^tlon Advlsay Council staffed by 
expert admissions offloers, wHh responsibility for making Initial asylum

• toremc

detenninatlons.'*
One area of U.S. immigration poBcy which shows potential for improve

ment is EVD (extended voluntary departure) status. This is an extraordinary 
administrative remedy and is typically applied to a group of people who have 
fled a particular event in a country. EVD works in the following marmcr; 
The State Department, in consultation with the attorney general, can 
designate individual countries that threaten to deny human rights or where 
human rights conflicts exist as places of origin for EVD status. Currently, 
refugees from four countries qualify—Poland, Uganda. Ethiopia, and 
Afghanistan. As a temporary form of relief, EVD does not permit any for
mal standards or formal means for petitioning.’’ This may be a defect in 
the EVD alternative to political asylum, but many Africans can at least be 
given protection under this informal scheme.

Needless to say, U.S. immigration policy toward the Third World needs 
major overhauling, since it is fraught with an outmoded Cold War bias. On 
humanitarian grounds, no distinction ought to exist among refugees from 
different parts of the world.

Table 2 Iiwriyants Admitted as Permanent Residents Under Refugee Acts. By Continent of 
Birth: 1%1 to 1984

196M970. 197M980. 198M983.Region of Birth
1984totaltotaltotal

102,685
10.226
85.298

4.547

372.36!
41.943

309.831
13,90?

212,843
55,235
19.895

132,068

539,447
71.858

210.683
252,629

Total
Europe
Asia
North America 
South America 
Africa 
Other

1561,244 645123 Solutions2,4566,0225.486 2,991
18 24236

No easy solutions are available to deal with the refugee problem in Africa. 
Usually, three major options have been available to the asylum country: (1) 
repatriation; (2) spontaneous settlement; and (3) rural settlement schemes. 
Each of these options has serious defects. Unless repatriation is voluntary 
its viability is questionable. Spontaneous settlement (which now covers ap- 
proximatdy 60% of Africa’s refugee population) is often the product of 
government ineffectiveness and takes place without rational planning. Rural 
settlement schemes require realistic planning, availability of suitable land, 
adequate water supplies, sufficient capital, organizational and administrative 
skills, aund a sympathetic settler population which will cooperate in the set
tlement venture. Often, these conditions have been missing.

There are at least three levels at which the refugee problem must be 
tackled. International relief organizations recommend that:

* at a naridna/level, there Is a need to ptemote and coordinate polides and le^sla- 
tkn to define and guarantee the ri^ts of the individual and the conununity, 
of the refugees and displaced persons.

StatMicil Yanboek. mual; ndSourca: U.S. kimt^Mlan and

A number of measures can improve US refugee policy, making it more 
consistent with an equitable and humanitarian application of US immigra- 
tkxi law. Koehn proposes three reform measures, which can have a pro
found effect on refugees from Africa as well:

• the enactment of a Hbm! amnesty measure which would serve to rexkess past 
discrtrr^tlon against le^timate refugees who first sought asylum in this 
country—both those who had their application i^ected due to foed^ policy 
consideratians or taru^ty to d 
prY^tial petitioners uho elected to become iBeg^ i 
themselves vulnerable for deportation by applying for political asylum.

• the creation of (and panting of additiona/ numbers to) a new category of 
‘emergency admissions” to provide for persons who fit the sociologM defini
tion of a refugee, but have fled from a regime this country supports or does 
not wish to embarrass for forei^i policy reasons, as well as for victims (A 
generalized violence and insecuie conations.

it individualized persecution and frtose 
ts rather than make

16. JW.
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• rt a iijjbnrf Iwd, lh« should be pranoBon ol vokmtBiy repaWadon and 
estabtshmant ol m efipropslale mechanism fcr the disscminatlon of 
humenttesian law.

• at the iitamedonaf level, persistent eHofts aranecessaiy to lebeve the burden 
of large refugee Hows cm the econonaes of as^um countries. There should 
be ccncatted action fcr the Identification, preparation and Inmiementatlon of 
protects to benefit refugees and dsplaced persons."

Clearly, the refugee problem cannot be addressed, let alone solved, in 
isolation from generalized human rights developinent In Abtca as elsewhere. 
Built-In injustices In the International system and Africa’s continued 
marginalization are deeper causes that have created the general conditions 
for the refugee influx. However, it Is equally important not to see this pro
blem solely at that level. African States, de^e their weaker status relative 
to the kitematicnal system, must find regional and national solutions. Human 
ri^ts violations should not be condoned on any account. And In cases where 
they do exxur, borders shcxild not be closed to the unfortunate victims. For 
the ecocKxnIc refugees cxily a pan-African respcxise can be durable and ef
fective. The spirit of the African Chatter should be sustained through 
rhetorical appeal and mote concrete measures. In the final analysis, Africans 
nations should see the refugee problem as their own. '

The international community must recognize that assistance akxx- Is 
not enough to address the refugee dUemma In Africa. Deeper causes, especial
ly located in the workings of the world economy, must be tackled. As long 
as Africa’s development possibilities remain restricted, the refugee problem 
will 9DW, not lessen. Nevertheless, emergency assistance to those in distress 
must be Increased since their pB^t is both real and urgent. Only if the pro
blem Is dealt with at both long-and short-term levels, can refugees In Africa 
find themselves In mote fortunate circumstances.

Pabileatloas

1. AFRICAN DEBT AND FINANCING, edited by Carol Lancaster and John 
Williamson (231 pp., $12), reports on a conference held in February 1986 that ex
plored the African aspects of the global debt crisis. This pubUcation is available 
from the Institute for International Economics, 11 Dupont Circle NW, Washington 
DC 20036.

2. A related publication on the debt crisis is FROM DEBT TO DEVELOPMENT: 
Alternatives to the Intematlooal Debt Crisis by The Debt Crisis Networh. ’This 
e9-page study uncovers the connections between bankers, government officials, 
and Third World elites, and proposes alternative policies and a plan of action 
for durable and just solutions to the twin crises of debt and development. To order 
write: InsUtute for PoUcy Studies, 1901 Q Street NW, Washington DC 20009 or 
call (20- 234-9382. Price: $3.95.

3. Writ'vn by Aincans, expatriates and World Vision International executives 
who have had first-hand information on Africa's famine and drought problems, 
A SEASON l-OB HOPE provides up-todate, broad-based summaries and close- 
up vignettes of i.’« situation on that continent. This 128-page book is available 
for $4.00 with prepaid orders ($5.95 list) from: MARC, 919 W. Huntington Drive, 
Monrovia, CA 91016. California residents add 614% sales tax.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS IN THIRD WORLD DEVELOPMENT by Jiri 
Texler is No. 120 in the Studies on Developing Countries series produced by the 
Institute for World Economics of tbe Hungarian Academy of Sciences. This 
48-page pamphlet can be purchased by order through Kultura, H-13S9 Budapest, 
P.O. Box 149, Hungary.

5. Started in 1984, REFUGEE ISSUES, a quarterly series of working papers, is 
publisbd by t)ie British Refugee Council and tbe Refugee Studies Programme 
of ()ueen Elizabeth House, Oxford. This series is an attempt to further the study 
of problems affecting refugees and the agencies which work with them. To 
subscribe, write: Refugee Issues, Infortnzhon Section, British Refugee Coun- 
cU, Broadway House, 3/9 Bondway, London SW8 ISJ, UK. Cost £8.00.

6. MISSION TO SOUTH AFRICA is the reptnl of the Comr 
Persons Group appointed under the Nassau Accord on Southern Africa to pro
mote a process of dialogue for change, for ending apartheid and establishing a 
genuine, non-racial democracy in South Africa. Tbe Group worked against a 
background of mounting turmoil within tbe country and increased calls for sanc
tions by the international community. The timescale for their mission was six 
months from 1 January 1986. This (78-page report is published by Penguin Books. 
Price $5.95.
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7. A qwdal issue on SOUTH AFRICAN LABOUR has been published by labour. 
Capital and Society as the journal’s Volume 8, No. 2 (November 198S). Contribu- 
Uons by some eminent Africanists fods on various aspects of labor in the apar
theid syston, bKhabng articles on woridiig class hep ^ony. Black trade unions, 
and m^pant labor. To order write; Centre for Deveio|dng-Area Studies, McGill 
University, 371S Peel Street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 1X1.

B. SOUTH AFRICA: THE STRUGGLE FOR A BIRTHRIGHT by Mary Benson 
is a classic account of the African National Congress from its beginnings in 1912 
up until UBS. By blending the stories of tbe leading figures in the ANC the author 
has produced a unique document of social, bistnical and political significance, 
which bi the light ot the intensllied struggle for South African liberation, is M 
as much interest and importance today as when it was first published. This 
SlB-page reprint hy IDAF, with a new preface by the author, takes the place of 
die original edition published by the Pei^uin African Library in 1966. Price: £4.00.

9. The Africa Fund (associated with the American Committee on Africa) an
nounces the SUN CITY EDUCATION PROJECT, an innovative anti-apartheid 
curriculum package containing valuable and stimulating educational tools. The

lly known artists from 
across die spectrum of popular music, tbe video, now on cassette with a documen
tary eoqilaining die modvatiao of the artisis involved in the project, and a paper- 
bnckb^
infocmatiaa about apartheid. A teaching guide shows how to use these materials 
in theclassroom or for discussioa. For details write: The Africa Fund, 19B Broad
way, New York, NY 1663B or call (212) 96M210.

19. ZIMBABWE: REPORT ON 'THE 198S GENERAL ELECnONS is tbe UUe 
of a recent report on the first nadonal riqctions in Zimbabwe based cn a mission 
of tbe Election Observer Project of tbe International Human Rights Low Creup. 
Tbe report includes three separate perspeedves on tbe Zimbabwean elections, 
written by each member of the 
analysis of tbe technic J and legal aspects of the electoral process; considera
tion of the elecloral conditioa frim a human rights perspective; and an analysis 
of the electionB in historical context.

The Intematioaal Human Rights Law Group is a Washington-based public 
interest organizadon devoted to tbe promodon of human rights. Ckipies of the 
report are available for 97.00 from: InU madonal Human Rights Law Group, 733 
Fifteenth Street, Suite 1000, Washington DC 20005.
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-Ite African Refugee Dilemma: A Challenge For 
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“Dealiiv with Africa’s Massive External Debt". 

VS (E)
"Ihe SUte and ihunan Rights in Africa: Dialov* 

andO

The NIntfiJntemationai Concept d,’ otudicp wiU be held in Moscow,
USSR, August 98-29,1968. Interett in ig must be communicated in-
dividuMUy to: Prof. Andrei Gromyko, Director, Africa Imtitute, USSR Academy 

Sdences, 30/1 Aleiey Tolstoy Str., Moscow, K-1, IQSOOl, USSR.
* The International Sympoetum on Drought: Prediction, Detention, impaet 

ABeeeement, and Reeponse will be hdd at the University of Nebraska-Unieoln 
on September 2»October 1,1968. TUs symposiiim seeks to facilitate interchange 

tsand ‘
of current drought prediction, monitoring, impact issesrment, and response ef-

yvemcnt uj these areas; and to 
plans in drought-prone natkms

rch" 1 A 24 (A)"Amerimn Studim in Africa: Alive and Wdl" »«
(CR)

"Famine in Elhiepla:Oisis of Many DbneniiaBB" 
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review the neer* for 
of the world. For inf

draughtr
write; Department rt Conferences and Institutes, 

MS Nebraska Center, University of Nebraska-Uncoln, Uncoln, NE tgSIKm 
A ronfe mee op “Hunger, Papulation and Intetnaiional Devdopment" is to 

bche:,^ ' ate Univeraity, Long Beach, October lM7,WM.'n»coB-
fereoi 
Long;<aa ’
the 01
at the .oinnda RenalssaiK e ''otel in U»g Beach, California. For mote infor- 
maHdwi^ dwwSbs* OgQygig V atilo in Uie Center for ine«wnati<iemi Education, Cahfior- 
nia SUte University, Loim Beach, 1250 Bdiflower. Long Beach, CA 90640. Phone 
(213) 4944435.
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Oknftwo. JuUat 1. M7 (A)
Rubia. UsUe 1 A 2-115 (BR)
Samatar, Abdi 1.3-2S (A)
Samatar. Ahmed I. 2-22 (A)
SevTitt. James R. l A 2-25 (A); 1 A 2-116 (BR) 
Ssgal. Aaron 242 (BR)
Shaw, Ttanotby M. 1 A Mil (BR)
Shepherd. ^ eorge W. Jr. l A 247 (A): 2-7 (A) 
Stefflhart, Edward 1.1A 2-117 (BR); »«S (BR) 
Vestal, Theodore M. V7 (A)
Welch, Oaode E. Jr. 1A 2-112 (BR)

Agyeman. Dnah Baffour 1A 2-77 (A) 
Anikpe. Mark V2» (A)
Browne. Robert S. 44 (E)
CowMe, David S. 243 (CR)
Darch. Colin V7» (BR) 
r Greeori, Thomas R. 4.71 (BR) 
DonneBy. Jack 1 A 2-7 (A)
Fioferi, F^rinand 0.1 A MOI (BR) 
Knos. Mark E. 448 (CR)
LeRey, Paul Edwin 24» (BR) 
MwMktenb. Kidnae 448 (A)

bp ored die Center /or fntematfonol Educatfon at CSU, 
le Consortium for International Cooperation in Hiflier Education 
' vn CaUfomia Consortium on International StudieB (SCXXnS) and 

'.\icaaon Project for Southern California (GEPSCA). It will take place

D. lAt-ll» (BR);247(BR)

MePhnil. Thomas L. Electronic CsIsniiHsm. 1AINDEX OF aOOES REVIEWED
2-1(6

Norman. David \V., Emmy E Simmooe, and 
Ihvy M. Hays (ode). FarmliW Syetems ta tt 

la: Reeearohaadttrategk. 
(. V71

Pltbtede.RagerF.1heNerOiMkaUPIaiB.Tha- 
saate: A SUdy ef Land CapaMlky and Land
Ttemwe. V71

Rich, Paul B. White Power

The University of Nebraska at Omat
World Studies Coherence to be held on October 16-18,1966. The conference is 
concerned with: Western metfia and the Third World; Technology and Resources;

, and Intematiooalism; Violence, Terror and Human 
Rijhts; The Wo^ Ecor my. Nuclear Spread and the Tliird World; Food, 
Agriculture, and Appropriate Tecbology: Religion, PhUosophy, and Ideolo^; 
Educatkm.andTead^; and Third World Refugees. For moTti 
Third World Studies Conference. The University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, 
NE 68182.

This year, 1986, marks the 25th anniversary of the University o/ WiecoMin 
African Studies Program. The Anniversary events have been scheduled for 
Wednesday and Tfau^y, October 29 and 30,1986, and have been planned to 
precede and coincide with Che 1986 Annual Meetii« of the African StiMfies Associa
tion, hosted in Mad. .n. For more informalioo write: The African Studies Pro
gram, UniveniCy of Wisconsin-MadisQn, 1454 Van Hise Hall, 1220 Linden Drive, 
Madison, WISS706 or caU 606-262-2380.

The annual meeting of the African Studies Association, basted, as indicated 
above, by the Univenity of Wiscoosiii-Madisoo, will be held fran Thursday, Oc
tober 30 through Sunday, November 2,1968 at the Concourse and Inn on the Park 
hotds (both located
or to obtain addUioudinfrirmaL'en write: A, 955 Kiney Hall, UCLA, 406 Ulgard
Avenue, Loe Ai^lei, CA 906M or caU: (213) SOMll.

ces the Ninth National ThirdBrauttey. Cynthia. The GMama and Ctemte)
ResteteMC te Kcuya. 24S

Bravmami. Raoe A. Afrteaa Islam. 242
fwD Nationalism.V71

Diabam, Barbara A Colin Mbss. Agribattemi to 
Afrtea: A StaSy tbe Imgact sf Big BrnteoM 
mAfriea’iPmdi..................... ... ‘ I The Liberal C»

iUm anl Saatti tion writescleaec: RadalV71
Afrteaa Ubmaltem. 1 A 2-115 

Scbofteld. Sue. Oavetegmeat 
•f VBIage NatrWaa. V71 

SlmiMD, James R. A Ptayle Bnngelou (ads).
eat te Sabssbsraa

; te Africa: A aUMy
AadlhePrabteau

Actten (ENDA) ter Urn IWtei Natteaa E»- 
(UNEP) riailec.VTl 

I). Arms UvMtackFoltx. Willtem J. A Henry S. Btee 
aaS (Ac Afrteaa: Mliltery 
Africa's lateraalteMl Rriall 

Praitecl. Philip H. Prvteria’s Prsetertem: CtvU- 
MSHmy BliiHm m Saath Afrtea. 1 A Mt2 

Gol^warthy. DbvM. Tkm Mhayr: The Maa Wba 
Kaaya Waated te Fargat. 1 ^ 2-117 

LMort. Rane. Ethtepta - Aa Hcratkal Ravala- 
ttea?2«

Afrtea: Camtrateto. Prmperti. Prilcy. V71
Spaicsr.JohBHElktepteAtBay:ArmmslAc- 

•f the Halle SeUaute Yean. 1 A MU 
Terry. E.R.. K.A. Oduro. A F. Caveneis (ads). 

Ttepteal Ram Craps: RcMarck airatefim ter

1 A MU

that . V71
TV (ad). Medwa Etetepte: Ftam the 

Af zmMhm ef Mealtek II te the Preseal. 241 
Welch, Cteude E. Jr. A Rabart 1. Meitxer (ads).

te Afrtea. 1
Btel-NteGko. Joaima. TW Rate af Lead TsMwe 
ia tbe System af EthlapteB Imperial Gavera- 

te Madn Ttmca. 347
HaauB Righto and 
AM» tbe itaie capitol in downtown Madison). To preregistar
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